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Executive Summary 

The Center for PVO/University Collaboration in Development (pVO/University Center) received 
funding for five years from A.I.D., FV A/PVC to administer the Water Harvesting/Aquaculture 
Project (WHAP). This final, internal evaluation assesses: a) the responses of six PVO field 
projects in six developing countries to the assistance provided to them by WRAP (Section Two of 
the report); and, b) the attitude of the project's Advisory Council toward the collaborative 
management process (Section Three of the report). Project background, minor summaries of 
overall project input') and outputs, and conclusions are included as well as Section One. More 
exhaustive infonnation about inputs and outputs is supplied in the companion report--the Final 
Report of the Water Harvesting! Aquaculture Project. The information for this evaluation was 
drawn from project monitoring and responses to questionnaires provided to the Advisory Council 
and the participating field projects. Evaluations in the field were conducted by PV 0 field project 
staff. These evaluation activities were undertaken with very little fmancial support as the evaluation 
budget was eliminated after WHAP's external evaluation was conducted in project year three. 
WRAP's Informati~n!Documentation Officer designed the evaluation plan ,,\lith the assistance of the 
project's policy-making body, the Advisory Council. 

This evaluation was conducted primarily for the information of WHAP participants: Auburn 
University, CARE, Cathf"1ic Relief Services, Church World Service, Heifer Project International, 
Lutheran World Relief, and Save the Children. The results of this evaluation are also expected to 
provide general inputs to the FV A/PVC and S & Treview process for future proposals from the 
PVO/University Center. The report responds to the four major questions of concern below as well 
as other implied questions. 

The objective of the evaluation was to critically examine WHAP's performance in achieving project 
goals and purposes in order to answer four major questions: 

1. What was the value of introducing the technology of water harvesting and integrated 
agriculture/aquaculture to selected PVOs? 

2. Of what value was this technology to the intended beneficiaries? 

3. What was the value of the collaborative management style used to WHAP's PVO and 
university participants? 

4. Should the PVO/University Center receive future funding to include other 
management strategies and additional technologies? 

The Technology: 

In general, the evaluation revealed a positive attitude toward WHAP both on the part of the 
Advisory Council and the six field projects questioned. All felt the technology was worthwhile to 
the beneficiaries and to the PVOs as a development intervention'!'. The reports of the six 
participating field projects indicated clearly that the technology h. ad&ptable to a wide range of 
environmental, social, and fmancial contexts. At one site, it was w,ed mostly for income 
generation, while at other sites, it was used primarily as a means of providing nutrition to small 
farm families. 



It is a relatively new sector for the PYOs and they generally agree that additional training would be 
useful. In the six projects evaluated, nonetheless, hard data indicates that the technology can be 
used by PYO staff and the beneficiary population with very diverse skill levels. These projects 
indicate that technology transfer (Le. trial and acceptance of technology by the participant 
population) is achievable in just two to three years with proper monitoring and guidance. 

In almost every case, our documentation shows that field projects began as a result of some PVO 
staff or counterpart having attended a regional training. During each visit, consultants 
communicated with local resource persons whenever possible. They made recommendations on 
every aspect of implementation from: staffing needs, to fingerling suppliers, to pond construction, 
to pond management. It was an all-purpose approach to technical support. Perhaps, most 
importantly, the consultants recommended practices which were, frrst and foremost, appropriate to 
the capabilities of the pond managers involved. 

Sustainability 

There are several indicators of sustain ability. The technology applied promoted environmentally 
regenerative actions. It used no pesticides or toxic substances Vv hich might damage the 
environment. It harvested water that might otherwise have flooded or eroded the environment and 
used the water to produce a valuable agricultural product which is both protein-rich and marketable. 
It used locally available materials. Water ilarvesting and aquaculture proved to be within the means 
of most subsistence farmers and evidence suggests it usually pays for itself within a few years. 
Moreover, maintenance was minimal except during occasional harvests. 

In almost every case, an existing local committee accepted the responsibility for pond management. 
Otherwise, a new committee was formed. They took the form of cooperatives, women's groups, 
or simply pond management committees--at least 131 such committees are on record. 

PYO staff were trained to prepare them to train family or community pond owners. Over 4000 
beneficiaries were trained on site by the PYOs. Training was an integral part of the project; many 
WRAP consultancies included short, site-specific trainings. 

Economics 

There was also a general belief that this type of project leverages more human and material 
resources for less money, and that it utilizes each participant "where they are ::;trongest" whether 
that is community organization, project management, or aquaculture training. WIMP spent 
$1,435,877 over five years providing 107 techfl.ical assistance visits to 51 field projects in 27 
countries and conducting 13 trainings for 164 individuals representing 40 countries. fJmost 
$100,000 was spent on nine small project grants. By using the PVOs as field project designers and 
implementers, each project was tailored to fit the fmancial means of the beneficiaries. Communities 
tended to excavate large ponds while families dug small ponds. And, in almost every instance, 
only locally available materials were used, including fish fingerlings. Human resources were 
emphasized and rarely was heavy, expensive equipment necessary. Feasibility studies were 
conducted to determine whether (integrated) aquaculture was the most lucrative use of the land. 
The farmers reported, most of the time, that fish are more profitable than alternative agricultural 
products. In some cases, ponds were constructed on land that was otherwise non-productive. 
Many projects tended to be in remote areas where employment wa.s very scarce. Oftentimes, the 
fish ponds provided a means for the father of the household to remain at home rather than leaving 
in search of work. 

n 



The PVONniversity Center's Management Style 

WHAP seems to have fulfilled its role as the pione~r for future collaborative projects between 
universities and PVOs. The PVOlUniversity Center also established its function as facilitator 
through WRAP. With the best interests of the overall project at heart, it was able to be an impartial 
facilitator and mediator intercepting and interpreting messages being transmitted from a multitude of 
directions. 

The Advisory Council felt that the collaboration would not have taken place to the extent it did, 
were it not for a mediating third body, such as the Center, facilitating the process. Notably, in spite 
of the fact that eight organizatio::s/institutions were involved, there appeared to be no major 
logistical or communications problems. In the words of two advisory council members: 

"[The PVOlUniversity Center played] a critical role. They provided the staff 
expertise to manage what could have been an unproductive gathering of separate 
PVOs and universities, seeming to be ready to cooperate, but needing careful 
stroking, guidance, encouragement, and from time to time, read the riot act. They 
gave A.LD. a high value product for a low cost." 

"The advantages of having the Center facilitate and administer the program are 
two-fold: Having a third body conduct these essential tasks ensured that Auburn's 
services would be provided to a number of PVOs. Having a third body to conduct 
the administrative and reporting functions to A.I.D. allowed each PVO to maintain 
their diverse management systems and not have to adopt special systems for the 
WRAP activities only. Further, it allowed A.LD. to have only one point of contact 
for the grant rather than one for each PVO." 

WRAP Shares Credit For Accomplishments 

The achievements of individual field projects described in this evaluation are the result of complex 
collaboration between rural families and several devel0pment agencies and institutions. Unlike the. 
more common type of AID-funded project wl:ich is designed to begin and conclude an intervention, 
WHAP contributed to many efforts, each at a different stage of development with a multitude of 
purposes and methodologies, and supported to various degrees, by community, national, and 
international groups. We readily acknowledge that many of the "outputs" cited in this report did 
not result exclusively from a WHAP intervention. The achievements in each PVO field project are 
based on the dedication and handwork of pva staff, Peace Corps Volunteers, government 
extension te(;hnicians, and the farmers who pruticipated. But ultimately, it was the rural people's 
\villingness to participate and utilize the assistance offered by the project that made it a success. 
However, we consider that PVO/university collaboration in WRAP brought about results that 
possibly would not have happened otherwise. The availability to PVOs of training and technical 
information on water harvesting/aquaculture reinforced "weak links" in many ongoing projects, 
and, in other instances, prevented costly and unproductive efforts where water 
harvesting/aquaculture technologies were desirable but technically unfeasible. 

ill 



SECTION ONE: EVALUATION REPORT 

The Water Harvesting/Aquaculture Project (WHAP)--Cooperative Agreement No. 
PDC-0204-G-SS-4085-00 between the Center for PVO/University Collaboration in Development 
(pVO/University Center) and A.I.D.,FV A/PVC--began in September 1984 and was completed 
September 1989. This nearly $1.5 million project was funded by U.S.A.I.D. for three years, and 
received an additional two years of funding after a favorable evaluation in the third year. A final 
internal evaluation has been conducted in the last months of the project; the results of that effort are 
summarized below. 

I. OBJECTIVES OF THE FINAL EVALUATION 

The major objective of the final evaluation was to assess progress from the point of view of the 
participants toward stated project goals and purposes as a basis for decisions concerning: 

a) the value of introducing water harvesting and integrated agri/aquaculture (WHIAA) as a 
new technology for PVOs; 

b) the value of the technology to the intended beneficiaries; 
c) the value of the collaborative methodology to the university and PVO participants; and 
d) future funding of the PVO/University Center to include other strategies and additional 

technologies. 

1hls evaluation also inherently tests the feasibility of collaborative self-evalu8.tion. 

The participatory approach has been the modus operandi from early project development until 
project completion. As the mandate of the PVO/University Center is to facilitate collaboration 
between universities and PVOs and the WRAP was the 2VO/University Center's fITst funded 
effort, this evaluation report will address not only WHAP's specific goals and purposes, but also 
the larger issue of collaborative project management--its advantages and constraints. 

ll. PROJECT GOALS AND PURPOSES 

The project goal was to improve the quality of nrrallife in selected developing countries through the 
introduction of improved technology in ways that will match local capacity for development to 
cOIll..'11lmity needs and potentials. 

Subgoals were: 
a) Try design, implement, and evaluate a process strategy of rural development, using water 

harvesting/aquaculture as a core intervention and accelerator of rural development; and, 
b) To design, implement, and evaluate a collaborative management methodology involving 

PVOs and universities in the development of new nrra1 development strategies and 
techniques for delivering technical, organizational, and material resources for development. 

Initially, there were three project purposes: 
a) To design and implement a series of field projects which would be directed toward: 

1) Moving villages toward self-sufficiency in water for household use, stock watering, 
garden irrigation and, where appropriate, drinking water; and 
2) Villages developing fish production through aquaculture for family consumption and 
marketing. 

b) To more effectively deliver and utilize water harvesting/aquaculture technical assistance 
and other resources by linkage with PVOs and local groups to stimulate local resource 
commitment and participation and skills acquisition. 

c) To identify and develop new and innovative strategies/methods of utilizing technical 



assistance, management, and material resources, including Food for Peace resources, to 
solve key development problems. 

The project purposes as revised for the evaluation scope of work in year four are: 
a) To foster the design and implementation of a series of PYO-sponsored field projects in a 

variety of countries and rural settings; (These field projects will be directed toward the 
collection of run-off water into smail ponds and the introduction and support of fish 
production at the community level, bringing much needed protein to the beneficiaries' diets 
and possibly added income. Water harvested may also be used for any number of other 
activities which may include household use, stock watering, and garden irrigation.); and, 

b) To develop a collaborative management methodology involving universities and PYOs. 

lll. BACKGROUND ON THE EVALUATION 

A. Origins of the Evaluation 

Initially, the budget included the salary of an evaluation and monitoring specialist who developed 
extensive infomlation gathering devices during the first two years of the project. At the end of year 
three, a mid-course external evaluation was conducted. As a result of that evaluation, the 
specialist's position was eliminated along with all evaluation funding for the subsequent two years. 
Nevertheless, A.I.D. requested a final evaluation be conducted and the Advisory Council agreed, 
but how, with no funds? 

The Council elected to extend the concept of project collaboration one step further by 
self-evaluating and by fonning evaluation teams comprised of at least one representative from a 
neighboring PYO WHAP project, wherever possible, to assess ,\YHAP's impact on selected field 
projects. To assess the viability of the management structure used, the Council agreed to add a 
second component to the evaluation: a survey of the Council representatives about the collaborative 
management methodology. A scope of work was drafted and approved by A.I.D. in Spring 1988. 
(See Attachment: "Scope of \Vork.") During the last two years of WRAP, the budget for 
monitoring was used to cover these limited evaluation costs. 

B. Methodology 

This modest evaluation chronicles WRAP's involvement with six field projects and the Advisory 
Council's view of the overall process. Any conclusions that may be drawn from the experience of 
the participating projects are clearly by inference. The questionnaires answered by the Council are 
intended to address specific questions and to indicate some universality in project conduct. This 
approach should indicate generally what the project has been able to accomplish and how. 

The evaluation scope of work identifies project goals and purposes for review during evaluation. It 
explains the two techniques to be used for that review: 

a) selected field projects have (approximately) three day assessments of WHAP's impact on 
them to be conducted by on-site project staff with the assistance of staff from another PYO 
using the evaluation procedures of the sponsoring PYO ; and, 

b) the Advisory Council responds to brief questionnaires about the style of management used 
since it is they who have been intimately involved in the project management. 

In order to select representative field projects, Auburn was asked to suggest approximately ten 
projects that met the following criteria: 

a) The project is included in the current workplan as a project of primary or secondary focus 
(Projects of "primary focus" were at a relatively advanced stage of development and were 
expected to demonstrate significant measurable impact by the end of the project, and 
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accordingly, would receive priority attention until then; projects of "secondary focus", on 
the other hand, were at an earlier stage of development and were not expected to 
demonstrate significant measurable impact by EOP.) ; 

b) It has reached Stage 3 of the "Stages of Developnlent" as outlined in the current Workplan 
(Briefly the stages of development are: (1) Awareness of WHA P technology among PVO 
country mission staff, (2) Interest in including WRAP initiatives in the program, (3) Trial 
of water harvesting and aquaculture technology, and (4) Extension of water 
harvesting/aquaculture technology to intended beneficiaries.); 

c) It has received at least three WHAP technical assistance visits; 
d) It is willing to undergo a collaborative evaluation; and 
e) It has the organizational capacity to conduct the evaluation before May 1989. 

Auburn suggested field projects which they felt would represent WHAP's varying degrees of 
involvement, some extensive, some slight. Those projects were then notified by headquarters staff 
of WRAP's interest in having them evaluate WHAP. The resulting group of six who participated 
represent the three broad regions of the developing world and three PVOs. 

Guidelines for the evaluation were purposely very informal in order to allow cross-fertilization of 
pva evaluation styles to occur between collaborating partners. All but one project was given a 
summary of its WHAP inputs and outputs. That project was not expected to evaluate and due to 
this miscommunication, was not supplied with a monitoring summary. That information was to be 
verified during the evaluation. Field evaluation reports are included in Section Two of this paper. 
The individual methodology used is explained within each report. 

Meanwhile, Council members were mailed simple questionnaires to complete and encouraged to 
consult with their colleagues about the constraints and advantages of the participatory management 
style used in WHAP. All of these efforts were conducted voluntarily without compensation. 

C. Project Overview 

The Center for PVO/University Collaboration in Development (fomlerly the Joint PVO/Universiry 
Rural Development Center) is the project holder with over thirty U.S. PVO and university 
members. The project grew from the interest of Auburn University's International Center for 
Aquaculture (ICA) in seeing its technical capabilities applied at the grassroots level to the benefit of 
the rural poor in the develo.ping world and the PVO/University Ce:. ter's desire to foster 
collaboration between universities and PYOs by delivering appropriate technical assistance at the 
village level. Working together, the PVO/University Center, Auburn and several member PVOs, 
developed and submitted an unsolicited prcposal to U.S.A.I.D. 

Original participants were CARE, the Cooperative League of the USA (CLUSA)--now the National 
Cooperative Business Association, the International Center for Aquaculture (Auburn University), 
Lutheran World Relief, and the South East Consortium for Intt'rnational Development (SECID). 
SECID and CLUSA dropped out early on and Catholic Relief Services, Church World Service, 
Save the Children, and Heifer Project International joined later. 

The PVO/University Center was responsible for facilitating the collaboration, fiscal management, 
infDrmation colkction and dissemination, evaluation, and overall administration. Auburn 
University was under subcontract to provide all technical backstopping, and provide or produce 
any technical materials needed. It also was a member of the Advisory Council like all other 
participants. Each of the six PVOs were represented on the C{Jl!J1cil and provided nearly all 
funding for adding the new technology to existing field projects. 

WRAP gradually introduced or expanded on the technology of impounding water and exploiting 
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that water resource--through aquaculture, irrigation, livestock reruing, and gardening--via six 
four-day to two-week familiarization training sessions during the flrst two years of project 
operation. Initial trainings were designed to introduce concepts to decision makers and planners at 
headquarters, then field staff through regional trainings, and later, project participants looking for 
answers after having worked with trial ponds. lbe WHAP Director and Technical Coordinator 
from Auburn followed trainings with programming visits to infonn PVO staff in-country of the 
benefits available to them through WRAP. Meanwhile, as field projects committed to integrating 
water harvesting andlor integrated agriculture and aquaculture into their projects, technical experts 
from Auburn made site visits to conduct feasibility studies and to identify in-country resources for 
infonnation and backstopping. Field projects were invited to request small project grants of up to 
$15,000 to integrate this new technology into their programming. Once ponds were sited and 
constructed, consultants returned as needed to train, evaluate, and/or make suggestions for 
improvement. 

D. Evaluation Constraints 

By WHAP's nature, it is removed from the field projects it serves. From its in::eption, it 
emphasized to the PVOs that PVO field projects would remain autonomous. \Vl-IAP consultants 
were available to train and advise them and limited project SUpp0l1 fund~ were available. Hence, 
reporting has been inconsistent and baseline data nearly impossible to collect, especially after the 
decision to curtail the evaluation component. For that reason, this evaluation is a predominantly 
subjective and qualitative assessment of the service provided by WHAP by the PVOs served. It is 
unsophisticated, yet is seeks to learn firsthand how well the service was received and utilized by 
identifying measurable benefits. 

Six PVO field projects agreed to assess WRAP's impact on their projects and the members of the 
Advisory Council agreed to an~wer questions concerning the management mode used to facilitate 
collaboration. These six projects were not randomly selected and this evaluation was never 
intended to represent the entire project. However, as varied as the outputs of these field projects 
are, the interaction and benefits they received are indeed indicative of those of the project as a 
whole. Also, the management methods discussed by the Advisory Council were used consistently 
throughout the project and for all participants. 

E. Advantages of Self-Evaluation 

This technique is very low-cost and extends the participatory management style to make project 
implementors also evaluators. Co-evaluators report that the experience gained and the cross 
fertilization that occurred from the process is worthwhile and valuable in itself. In fact, this 
participation sparked new interest in the WHIAA technology on the part of tIle L WR representative 
who assisted CARE/Guatemala. When participants self-evaluate, they make a personal investment 
and seek answers which will influence decisons to be involved in similar projects in the future. 
Other than the PVO/University Center staff time and travel involved in developing and overseeing 
this evaluation, the only direct expense to WRAP was that of the LWR headquarters 
representative's trip to co-evaluate CARE/Guatemala at $878. The participating PVO field staff time 
consisted of approximately three days to one week per project. 

F. Diversity of Field Projects Selected for Evaluation 

The field projects that participated in the evaluation were: CARE/Guatemala, HPIISierra Leone, 
HPI{Thailand, SCF/Bolivia, SCF/Bangladesh, and SCF/Nepal. Thus, three private voluntary 
organizations were represented in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. In terms of selection criteria, all 
of these projects were con:;idered to be of primary focus in the workplan except HPI/Sierra Leone 
which was of secondary focus. By the time of the evaluation, all of these projects had reached at 
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least development stage three in which the technology is being implemented and tested. The 
projects, and WRAP's assistance to them, were varied. They were drawn from an overall WRAP 
roster of 51 field projects visited in 27 countries over the life of the project. They have all received 
at least three WRAP technical visits with the exception of Sierra Leone and Bolivia which received 
two visits each (a slight depatture from the selection criteria). CARE/Guatemala received the most 
technical assistance visits at six. SCF/Bangladesh received a project support grant and three visits 
while SCF/Nepal received a project support grant and four visits. WHAP conducted training 
workshops on-site specifically for SCF/Nepal and SCFlBolivia staff. CARE/Guatemala's 
aquaculture project was already well underway when WRAP assistance was requested, whereas, 
the other projects had little or no experience with water harvesting or aquaculture. 

The projects themselves are vastly different: 

CARE/Guatemala's Family Fish Pond Extension Project began in 1983. Its main purpose was to 
improve the nutrition and income generation levels of approximately 400 participating rural families 
through construction of fish ponds. The later CARE project, Integrated Aquaculture Extension, 
built on the previous project and was begun in 1986. This project emphasizes combining animal 
production with fish raising as well as comprehensive transfer of skills to fanners, which includes 
careful record keeping, This project has impacted 9000 direct beneficiaries, with a total of 812 
ponds, and an AJ.D. budget of $500,000 along with extension help from Peace Corps volunteers 
and the GOG agency, DIGESEPE. 

HPJ/Sierra Leone's aquaCUlture training project is a collaborative endeavor involving the Near East 
Foundation, Heifer Project International, and the United Christian Council in cooperation with two 
teacher training schools: Bo Teacher's College and SAIDAC. Begun in eat'ly 1988, this project 
seeks to establish demonstration sites at each school and to train 300 students and 10 United 
Christian Council technicians who will transfer the technology to villagers after their graduation and 
re-entry into communities as teachers. 

HPI!fhailand's water harvesting/aquaculture project began after, then manager of the Center for the 
Uplift of the Hill Tribes (CURT), Sunny Danponbrpee, attended a WHAP regional training in 
Indonesia in 1985. The thrust of this project was training students at CURT in fish production as a 
complement to their religious training using the Center as a demonstration site. In this way, fifty 
students each year would carry the new technology into the field. Village extension has evolved as 
the current focus of the project. This project is actually run by the Thailand Karen Baptist 
Convention and serves about 2235 people. 

SCF/Bangladesh used fish production as an income generator for a primary school, a health clinic, 
women's health services, and interventions for nutritionally at-risk children. The health center 
serves a population of 8,500 villagers and the primary school serves 1156 families, the same 
number served by women's and children's health activities. 

SCF/Bolivia is concentrating on agricultural development due to the high incidence of malnutrition 
in the remote Inquisivi area. Local residents requested assistance from SCF in fish farming 
technology and SCF concluded that fish farming would be a worthwhile complement to their other 
activities. The program is small involving eight communities with four community ponds and 22 
family ponds. The farmers pay for the ponds with no outside assistance. 

SCF/Nepal has been implementing a Community-Based Integrated Rural Development program 
(CBIRD) in Gorkha District since 1981. Agriculture and economic development, however, were 
added to the program later. Aquaculture is considered to have income-generating potential for small 
farmers there. Although Nepal received its fIrst WRAP visit in 1985, by 1989 only sixteen lJonds 
will have been constructed. SCF offers participating farmers a gram of $50 in start-up funds and 
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the fanners are responsible for locating the balance. The SCF/Nepal philosophy is that each pond 
must be a success if the technology is to catch on. 

This diversity demonstrates the flexibility of WRAP which was ultimately to the project's 
advantage. 

IV. INDICATORS OF PROJECT IMPACT 

A. Impact on PVO Programming 

WHAP's mission was to introduce this concept to PVOs as something which would work on a 
small-scale with low cash requirements both for pond start-up and maintenance. Costs are dealt 
with in the individual field evaluations provided in Section Two of this report. As for the 
introduction of the concept into PYO programming, that was accomplished in varying degrees. 

, Some PVOs had been involved with water haxvesting, fisheries, or irrigation in a limited way prior 
to joining WRAP. CARE was very active in an aquaculture project in Guatemala and felt WHAP 
offered the technical backstopping capability it needed. On the other hand, CRS had worked with 
wells, capping springs, and piping water for potable water purposes with only slight involvement 
with water harvesting/aquaculture ponds. Now, CRS field offices in India, Morocco, Costa Rica, 
and Panama intend to continue their water harvesting and/or aquaculture efforts after WRAP comes 
to an end. HPI had just approved a budget for an aquaculture component in the Java, Indonesia 
program when they decided to particip&te in WHAP in 1984. Because of WHAP, aquaculture 
development is now an important component of HPI's programmatic work in many areas, currently 
included in tlu'ee field projects. Specialized staff persons were hired by HPI explicitly to manage 
the aquaculture demonstration and training programs in Indonesia, Thailand and Sierra Leone. 
Similarly, SCF intends to ~ontinue the development of at least four water harvesting/aquaculture 
programs begun during WRAP. The future of the CARE/Guatemala integrated agri/aquaculture 
program is unclear. By contrast, the technology vIas completely new to CWS and LWR. LWR 
works at the request of local organizations, has received the least benefits from the project, and 
indicates the least interest in promoting the technology. CWS is undergoing restructuring and is 
unsure of future programming priorities. 

B. Evidence of Collaboration 

All project .?articipants hosted at least one mee1ing and had penect attendance at eight meetings out 
of the fourteen Advisory Council meeting~ held over the life of the project. This is an excellent 
sign of commitment to the concept of collaborative management. The PVO/University Center 
handled day-to-day project maintenance and staffed the Council enabling the Council to serve in the 
role intended: it made major project policy decisions. Also, all participating PVOs hosted at least 
one joint training session except LWR. Lastly, four PYOs participated directly in this internal 
evaluation. One council representative stated, in response to a question about WHAP's 
management structure, that: 

"The collaborative management structure used under WHAP has been quite 
effective. One of its positive features is that it assures effective provision of 
technical assistance and training to the field and effective management and required 
reporting of project activities to A.I.D. while allowing each PYO in the WRAP 
group to maintain their own funding and implementation systems of WHAP-related 
activities. Another positive feature is that this collaborative system has provided an 
opportunity to share experiences and ideas across the PYOs and university staffs on 
not only water harvesting and aquaculture, but on development approaches and 
management as well. Further, this structure is successful from [our] point of view 
because it uitlizes our organization where it is strongest. Namely, the field level 
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implementation and oversight of projects. As we do not have much of the technical 
expertise in-house for doing water harvesting and aquaculture projects, it is good to 
have Auburn handling this area. Further, having the PVO/University Center to 
handle the administrative aspect~ of the project makes it much more attractive." 

Many interdependencies were built into WRAP's design. The PVO/University Center was 
dt;pendent on the field projects themselves and the lCA for most documentation information. The 
lCA was dependent on PVO field staff to monitor and support projects properly. PVO field staff 
depended on individual farmers to responsibly maintain whatever ponds were initiated. The 
PVO/University Center relied on the Advisory Council to maintain communications with their 
respective networks. At times, these indirect links proved difficult; on the other hand, it meant 
projects were being nurtured at a variety of levels. If one level failed, possibly others could 
compensate. Most importantly, each involvement was voluntary. At every level, pmticipation was 
by choice. Nobody got involved unless they thought the technology and the project were valuable. 
WRAP evolved into a multi-tiered collaborating structure. 

C. Project Inputs and Outputs 

1. Inputs: 

Over the life of the project, 51 field projects in 29 countries were visited for a total of 107 visits 
either for programming, technical assistance, or evaluation purposes. This assistance, added to 
thirteen WRAP trainings in nine countries, required 1,115 person days at a total estimatoo dollar 
value to the PYOs of $334,500 (@ $300/day) applied directly to PYO projects in the field. These 
figures do not include preparation time prior to the visit nor reporting time following the visit. 
Additionally nine field projects received support grants for a total of $98,635. WRAP expenditures 
over the life of the project totalled $1,435,877. Of that amount, $909,544, or 63%, went directlx 
to support field projects, while the remaining 37% funded project support and management 
activities in the U.S. 

2. Outputs: 

At least eighteen water harvesting/aquaculture field projects, most with multiple sites, were 
established as a result of WHAP, while 33 others received feasibility studies or short-tenn 
assistance. This surpasses the original nine field projects with 27 sites projected. One hundred and 
sixty-four persons representing forty countries were trained directly by WRAP in thirteen trainings, 
six of which were regional. At least 4,149 other women and men were trained indirectly by the 
PVOs themselves. At least 1516 water harvesting ponds were constructed or improved due directly 
to WRAP involvement. These ponds and training benefitted over 30,500 individuals comprising 
families and villages of men, women, and children. Small livestock were raised in close proximity 
to the ponds, unknown hectares of garden vegetables were irrigated, and the total annual fish 
production for just the CARE/Guatemala project, at its closing in 1989, was 45 tons. Eleven 
technical manuals were produced explicitly for use by PVO staff of which over 1200 copies have 
been distributed in the field. Most difficult to measure of all, networking with in-country resources 
took place as a standard component of each visit by a WHAP consultant. 

D. Expense of Field Projects to Farmers, to F'VOs, and to WHAP 

All evaluation reports indicate that subsistence fanners were able to afford pond construction costs 
either with a small loan from the PVO or a local bank (in the case of Nepal) or with no financial 
assistance. Upkeep costs, too, have proven to be within the means of small fanners Program 
costs to PVOs vary. Some projects, such as CARE/Guatemala, had large budgets for 
implementation of water harvesting/aquaculture activities while others used the technology simply 
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as a complement to existug iJrogramming priorities, hence, "lith ,I ~ja·if' I.~ bl.j,:;ct ,\s for the ro~r.J 
cost of WRAP ltse;J, thi.'lt btl:, ~ kdo\vn fol!ow~ 

Prograf:\l Devel()pu~(!nt 
Technical Assistw{ '. {fraining (non lCA subCOnl'-' 
Evaluation 
Documentaticn/lnformariut , 

Subcontract (ICA) 
Project Support Grants 
Indirect Costs 
TOTAL 

v. REMAINDER OF REPORT 

$345.389 
30.7~;r 
48.JV} 
90.264 
~9.375 

552.454 
98.635 

180.944 
$1,435.877 

In the second section of this report. we have included copies of the actual evaluation documents 
received from the six participating field projects. Each rep0l1 is prefaced with a monitoring 
summary of inputs and outputs. The third section summarizes responses to the management 
questionnaire circulated to the Advisory Council. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The Water Harvesting/Aquaculture Project was destined to be a pioneer in several ways. A 
university was retained on a long-term basis to supply specific technical expertise to PYO 
operations already in place. It was proactive in that PYO headquarters staff were educated on the 
potential of the technology at the beginning of the project through training sessio:1s in order to 
include it in future field programming. And, major decision making was in the hands of the proJ..:ct 
participants through a working advisory council which met as needed. 

Based on the reports contained in sections two and three of this report, and information gathered 
over the life of the project, we must ask the following questions to draw conclusions. The first 
four questions were included as goals of the final evaluation in the scope of work. 

1. Of what value is the introduction of water harvesting and integrated agri/aquacultllre lO PVOs? 
From the reception demonstrated by the field projects participating in this evaluation, the PYOs 
believe it to be very worthwhile at the subsistence fanner levels in terms of its nutritional 
implications and, in many cases, income-producing potential. It is a relatively new sector for them 
and they generally agree that additional training would be useful. In all six projects, nonetheless, 
hard data indicates that the technology can be applied to a diverse range of environments with a 
wide variety of expertise both on the part of PVO staff and that of the beneficiary population. 
These projects indicate that technology transfer (i.e. trial and acceptance of technology by 
participant population) is achievable in just two to three years with proper monitoring and guidance. 

2. Of what value is this technology to the intended beneficiaries? In most cases, the PYO's goal 
was to increase water availability and protein consumption. The PVOs' observations are that if a 
farmer constructs a pond and raises fish, his family consumes at least a portion of that fish and 
other products, such as chickens, ducks, or vegetables which may be associated. Any products 
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marketed ptoduce iec()H.e for ot;ler financial needs and, possibly, improved diets. Previously, fish 
w~re either no~ aV~?3Dl.:: Cf too expensive for most people to purchase regularly. In almost every 
caSt;, studies' Jere cond~c[eJ to det."!retine whether (integrated) aquaculture was the most lucrative 
us/> I)f iar.d 11 each sil uati0f" Pat'" ldpating frumers report most of the time, that fish arc mor~ 
proi:HaLl.e~!:l:l 'iorn or i"ice. jl1 SvlHC cases, ponds were constructed on land that was otherwi!;e 
1· :m":r~·o<jt1ctive. 1v~any projects tended to be in remote areas where employme11t was very scarce. 
'1 he fi~h ponds often provided a means for the father of the household to remain at Ilome rather than 
lc:aving in search of work. 

3. OfwlUlt vulue is the coilaborative management methodology to the participating university and 
six PVOs? It is debatable that WRAP would have had as significant an impact as it did were the 
pyas and university not involved in its actual management This styie made each participant also 
an "owner" with a stake in the project's outcome. The added communication dimension (fourteen 
advisory council meetings over the life of the project along with untold correspondence and 
telephone calls) also increased opportunities for sharing resources as was done in regional 
trainh"1gs attended and/or sponsored by multiple pyas. Technical visits, too, were almost always 
made to multiple pyas within a region or country allowing for more efficient use of funds. \Ve 
believe this networking would not have taken place if this groap were not in such Close contact 
making them aware of added opportunities. The project fmale, a self-evaluation, has resulted in 
HPIfThailand. and SCFfThailand arranging rul exchange visit to view one another's projects. 
CARE/Guatemala's project was considered so exemplary, that the project manager assisted in a 
WRAP consultancy to SCF/Bolivia. Not only dces this management mode afford obvious 
networking possibilites, it gives the university consultants a broadened view of subsistence level 
aquaculture from which to draw experience and models. 

4. Isfuturefunding to the PVO/University Center for projects with other strategies and additional 
technologies justified? WHAP seems to have fulfilled its ~ ole as the scout for future collaborative 
projects between universities and pyas. The PVO/University Center also established its function 
as facilitator through \VHAP. With the best interests of the overall project at heart, it was able to be 
an impartial facilitator and mediator intercepting and interpreting messages being transmitted from a 
multitude of directions. 

In the words of two advisory council members in response to questions four and five of the 
management questionnaire: 

"[The Center played] a critical role. They provided the staff exp(:.i'tise to manage 
what could have been an unproduct:ve gathering of separate PVOs and universities, 
seeming to be ready to cooperate, but needing careful stroking, guidailce, 
encouragement, and from time to time, read the riot act. They gave A.I.D. a high 
value product for a low cost." 

"The advantages of having the Center facilitate and administer the program are 
two-fold: Having a third body conduct these essential tasks ensured that Auburn's 
services would be provided to a number of PVOs. Having a third body to COTlduct 
the administrative and reporting functions to A.I.D. allowed each PVO to maintain 
their diverse management systems and not have to adopt specidl systems for the 
\VHAP activities only_ Further, it allowed A.I.D. to have only one point of contact 
for the grant rather than one for each pva." 

5. Is the flexibility demonstrated in WHAP conducive and/or essential to this type of project's 
sllccess? Since WRAP's objective was to foster the design and implementation of a series vf pva 
field projects in a variety of countries and rural settings, the flexibility was eSSential to project 
success. In some ways the approach was "shotgunned," unbound by geography, staff capability, 
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or project size. \VI-IAP recognized that initial exposure to a technology is essential before trial and 
adoption occur. The move to these later stages can be vel)' slow and may take a decade or more. 
The odds of the technology being accepted immediately were very low, as Auburn knew when it 
approached the PVO/University Center to develop a project with PVOs as poject implementers. 
In retrospect, the phi~osophy was to give anyone interested an opportunity ~J learn more; if really 
interested, to have a feasibility study; if the study was positive, to train staff; if the staff was ready, 
to construct ponds, etC'. A more limited, narrow approach would not have uncovered nearly the 
same interest among the PYO community and the number of beneficiaries would likely have been 
greatly reduced. Being unfettered by field project expectations left \VHAP free to be creative and 
willing to improvise. We believe this attitude fo,,:,-ved to mak~ \VHAP receptive, and the field 
projects self-directed. Consequently, there was. no generic Eeld project, but rather a series of 
projects well tailored to family and community needs. 

6. Is collaborative selFevaluationfeasible and worthwhile? Collaborative internal evaluation is 
both feasible and worthwhile. How,~ver, WHAP's assumption that the PVOs could use their "own 
evaluation methodologies" was unrealistic. The process would have benefitted from more planning 
and guidance. Individuals who did not necessarily have any previous experience with evaluation 
were asked to lead evaluations. Although, all of them felt the experience was worthwhile, many 
expressed frustration with th.:. Jack of specific instructions. Self-evaluation merits much more 
investigation and should be developed with assistance from experts within the Center network. 

7. Would these PVOs have tried aquaculture or water harvesting without WHAP? Discussions 
with the Advisory Council indicate that it is unlikely that most PYOs would have felt confident 
enough to attempt water harvesting and/or aquaculture without the security of technical backup and 
training. Furthermore, before WHAP involvement, hardly any PYO staff were aware of, or 
understood, the technology. 

8. What mode of technology transfer was usedfor this project and how effective was it? WI1AP 
addressed the issue of headquarters' lack of awareness of the technology immediately by providing 
introductory trainings at Auburn for them. Once informed, those staff persons contactpd field 
personnel to solicit interest in regional introductory trainings. Trainees were provided 
questionnaires which asked them whether they would lik:e to have a programming visit to asse:'3 
interest at the local level. If there was interest, consultants returned for feasibility studies and to 
locate in-country technical resources. In almost every case, our documentation shows that field 
projects began as a result of some PVO staff or counterpart having attended a regional training. 
During each visit, consultants communicated with local resource persons whenever possible. They 
made recommendations on every aspect of implementation from: staffmg needs, to fingerling 
suppliers, to pend construction, to pond management. It was an all-purpose approach to technical 
support. When the pieces fit, a vital water harvesting andlor aquaCUlture project resulted; when 
something was missing, such as long-term, committed staff, projects never got off the ground. 

9. There are many indicators of sustainability. A few measures of sustainability follow: Are these 
practices which create nwre productive potential and use fl:'Ver inputs (economically, 
environmentally, socially, and nutritionally)? Was local organizacionfor project support 
established andfocused? Were local people trained? The technology applied promotes 
environmep 1.lly regenl"'rarive actions. The only possible criticism is that it might take anima], 
manures that would othe!"Wise have been used on fields. How~ver, since this manure is still used 
to produce food, its optimal use must be considered. It uses no pesticides or toxic substances 
which might damage the environment It h~- '~sts water that might otherwise flood or erode the 
environment. It has proven to be within the means of most subsistence fanners and evidence 
suggests ie usually pays for itself within a few years. The social impact is as yet unknown, 
however, it appears to have a positive impact. Fish offers a fine source of protein and generally 
contributes to a better diet in developing countries where protein is usually difficult to come by. In 
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almost every case, an existing local committee accepted the responsibility for pond managerr~nt. 
OtheIWise, a new committee was formed. They took the form of cooperatives, women's groups, 
or simply pond management committees--at least 13 i such committees are on record. The point of 
training PVO staff was to prepare them iO train pond owners or community pond owners. Over 
4000 beneficiaries were trained on site by the PVOs. Training was an integral part of the project; 
many WRAP consultancies included short. site-spf:cific trainings. Furthennore, the ICA 
international network of alumni is currently being strengthened; they offer a very valuable resource 
for sustainability. 

Based on trip reports made by consultants, at each potential site, preliminary assessments were 
made to determine local interest in fish as an addition to diet, the minimal and optimal 
environmental conditions necessary for success, and local technical support available. If conditions 
were unsuitable, the consultants advised against a WHIAA activity. This kind of initial screening is 
the first and most impOltant step in building for project sustainability. 

VIT. THE FUTURE OF 'VHAP PROJECTS? 

What will happen to these projects after WRAP's conclusion is not clear at this point. We are 
ho?eful that when these PVOs need aquaculture/water harvesting advice which is not available 
locally in the future, they will contact the ICA directly. A relationship between them has certainly 
been established by now as evidenced by a project currently being developed between HPI and 
Auburn. 

Iderilly, the six projects which participated in the evaluation (or others) will have a follow-up 
evaluation in three to five years. We plan to maintain contact with these projects and to ask them to 
share reports to their headquarters with us on a voluntary basis. These types of tracking are 
essential if WI-IAP is to report definitively on its impact and sustainability. 
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SECTION TWO: FIELD PROJECT EVALUATIONS 

F onnat for each evaluation: 
A. Name and title of evaluator 

B. Summary of Inonitorillg information submitted to 
projects for verification 
C. Field Project Report 

PROJECTS: 

CARE/Guatemala 

HPI/Sierra Leone 

HPI/Thailand 

SCF/Belivia 

SCF /Bangladesh 

SCF/Nepal 
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Questionnaire Used in Field Project Evaluation of WHAP 

The vVater Harvesting/Aquaculture Project is currently undergoing final evaluation. As part 0/ 
evaluatioll, selected projects which have received WHAP assistance will be reviewed to assess 
WHAP's impact. How the evaluation is conducted is entirely at the discretion o/the participating 
PVOs. Please include/ollowing questions in evaluation: 

a) Utility of Technical Assistance to PVOs andl Villagers 

What evidence is there that technical assistance and training provided through WRAP is directly 
useful- for example, is the assistance oriented to practical needs of [PYO] field staff and 
counterparts; are types of interventions suggested by technical advisors feasible in light of budgets 
and technical capabilities; and are these interventions adapted to or consistent vlith social and 
cultural systems of client communities with which you work? 

- What evidence is there that WRAP strategies have benefitted target population, and that benefits 
from interventions will be realized equitably across the community (e.g., men and women both 
benefit from and contribute to activity)? 

b) Monitoring Methods 

How practical is three-page progress reporting system (enclosed) disseminated in 1988 --how 
well does methodology work, is system responsive to needs and capabilities of those who are 
supposed to use it, and what alternative approaches might be preferable? 

c) Sustainability of Intervention 

What evidence is there that water harvesting and/or aquaculture activities will continue once 
WRAP concludes? Once PYO leaves? 

d) Economic Benefit Rate of Return 

- How many people were impacted by this pond project and what impact did it have on their food 
security? 

- What economic value, if any, has been derived from this pond project by the beneficiaries? 

- What did the beneficiaries have to spend to become involved in this pond project, and 
afterwards, to sustain it? 
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CARE/Guatemala 

Evaluators: 

Ms. Silvana Castillo, M.S., Chief of Aquaculture Project, CARE/Guatemala 
(Auburn University Alumna) 

Mr. Thomas Edwards, Director, Latin America Programs, Lutheran World Relief 
(LWR WHAP Advisory Council Representative) 
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Summary ofWH/AP Infonnation Collected on CARE/Guatemala Project 
(Through July 1989) 

DIRECT 'YH/Ar CONTRInUTIONS 

FUNDING SUPPORT 
No fmandal support has been provided to this project by WHlAP. 
TRAINING SUPPORT 
Of persons associated with project, Ms. Corinne Pingel Seltz, fonner Assistant Country Director and Project Manager 
attended February 1985 regional training in Panama and Ms. Virginia Ubik, former Country Director attended June 
1983 training at Auburn University. 
TECHNICAL CONSULTATIONS 
Five technical visits have been made: Jan. 89, Aug. 88 (Duncan), May 87 (phelps), Nov. 86 (phelps and Hatch), Mar. 
85 (Duncan and Smitherman). After this evaluation was conducted, a sixth visit was made: July 89 (popma and 
Bocek). 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

mSTORY 
The Family Fish Pond Extension Project began in 1983. Upon its completion, the Integrated Aquaculture Extension 
(TAE) project (1986-1989) began which combines aquaCUlture with small animal production and diversification, 
emphasizing integrated pond culture. Both projects are direct result of training and technical assistance visits provided 
byWH/AP. 
BENEFICIARIES 
Approximately 1000 families are participating. At close of project, the total number of beneficiaries was more than 
9000. 
POND CONSTRUCTION 
All ponds are family owned ponds of an average size of 150 m2. By close of the lAE, the number of participating 
ponds surpassed 800, more than 600 of which were constmcted during the life of project. 
TRAINING 
Infonnal training takes place at virtually all ponds and occurred at two levels: extension agents and field supervisors 
(Le. training trainers), and families. Training activities included those organizaed by the program at central and regional 
levels, as well as those activities organizaed by cxtensionists in their communities. By close of project, there were 29 
"promoters". Over the life of the IAE project, 979 person days had been spent in fonnal training of Peace Corps 
volunteers and DIGESEPE "promoters." Producers were provided 5,471 days of training over the three-year IAE 
project 
FISH PRODUCTION 
By close of project, average annual production of aquacultural produce per participant family was 124 pounds. 
INTEGRATION 
By close of project, 36% (293 ponds) of the ponds were integrated with animals (goats, pigs, rabbits, and chickens), 
or with gardening 
EXTENSION 
Extensionists made 16,064 visits to producers over the life of the lAE project. 
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFORTS 
Two cooperatives interact with the project: (1) Quetzaltepeque includes group of fish fanners and area farmers who 
produce and market agricultural products --30 male and 5 female members; (2) Salama is a pre-existing women's 
marketing cooperative which has enlarge-d to include fish/chicken farmers who now sell through the coop--IO male and 
30 female members. Informal groups, one producer association was established in FY87, and two were established in 
FY88. 
PROJECT COST 
The Integrated Aquaculture Extension Program received support from USAID/Guatemala for the period FY 1986-1989 
through an Operational Program Grant Total AID commitments were USS500,OOO. During that period, the host 
country agency, DIGESEPE pledged $60,000 to CARE, and CARE matched with $75,000. The combined budget over 
the three year period was therefore $635,000 (not including the in-kind contribution by the Peace Corps). 
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REPORT ON WRAP SUPPORT OF CARE GUATEMALA 
FAMILY FISP. POND EXTENSION PROGRAMS 

I . PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY 

This assessment was part of a final evaluation of the Water 
Harvesting/Aquaculture Project (WHAP) being carried out during the 
final year of a five year project. Two types of evaluations for 
the WHAP were planned, interviews by Advisory Council members of 
headquart~rs and field staff and assessments of field projects. 
This assessment was directed at one of the field projects, The 
Family Fish Pond Extension Program implemented by 
CARE/DIGESEPE/Peace Corps in Guatemala. 

The specific objective of this evaluation was to determine the 
impact of the WHAP Project on CARE's Guatemala Family Fish Pond 
Extension Programs. The evaluation of WHAP was planned and is 
being implemented by the organizations participating in this 
project. The participatory method was employed for two reasons. 
First, to further one of the key concepts of the project, 
collaborative participation by members of the WHAP consortium. 
Second, because funds for evaluation were not available for this 
stage of the project, the method allowed participating agencies 
and the Center for PVO/University Collaboration in Development, to 
absorb evaluation costs. A representative of Lutheran World 
Relief (LWR) was selected to participate with CARE staff in the 
assessment of the CARE program. Although LWR had no WHAP-assisted 
project in Guatemala, he was interested in contributing to the 
assessment process itself and in becoming more familiar with water 
harvesting/aquaculture projects and WHAP's activities. 

No standard procedure was established for evaluating the different 
field projects and it was expected that the teams would devise 
procedures relevant to the particular situation. The only 
evaluation materials provided by the PVO/University Center were 
summaries of monitoring information for this project. Information 
about WHAP contributions to the project was also supplied by the 
CARE project manager. Background information about the program 
was obtained from the AID-sponsored evaluation of the program by 
Bertrand and Olsen. 

A. Issues/Aspects 

Given the short time allotted for this assignment, it was decided 
that the _3sessment would be based on the four issues/aspects 
listed in Article VII of the Scope of Work. Using these questions 
as guidelines, interviews were held with persons directly involved 
in different aspects and at different levels of the program. A 
list of those interviewed appears as Annex A. 

The four guideline questions are listed below. 

1. Utility of technical assistance to PVOs and villagers. 

Where interventions recommended by WHAP technicians 
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feasible, appropriate and ultimately useful to beneficiaries? 

- Were benefits shared equally by female and male project 
participants? 

2. Monitoring method~ 

- How practical and useful is the progress reporting system 
devised by WHAP for monitoring progress of the different 
projects? 

3. Sustainabjlity of intervention. 

What evidence is there 
aquaculture activities will 
When CARE leaves? 

that water harvesting and/or 
continue once WHAP concludes? 

4. Economic benefit/rate Qf return. 

-Number of people impacted; impact on food security; economic 
value; start up and maintenance costs, etc. 

B. Area of Coverage 

Interviews and site visits were made to projects in Region II in 
the departments of Alta Verapaz and Baja Verapaz. This region was 
selected because it contained a variety of pond sites with 
different physical characteristics and socioeconomic factors. The 
visit also coincided with a monthly meeting of the three parties 
implementing the project. 

C. Major Activities 

The LWR representative and the CARE project manager met the first 
evening to discuss the assessment's objectives and to plan the 
best way to carry out. the assignment. The next day was spent 
traveling to Region II and visiting different ponds. At most 
ponds, interviews were held with the owners of the pond. The LWR 
representative and the CARE project manager were accompanied by 
the CARE regional coordinator and a local promoter. The following 
day was spent in the monthly meeting of the Region II aquaculture 
project team and visiting several more ponds. These visits 
provided ample opportunity for interviews and for seeing different 
types of pond management. The following day the LWR 
representative interviewed the AID person responsible for 
monitoring the program and talked at length with the CARE project 
manager to cross check information and compare impressions. 

I I . PROGRAM BACKGROUND 

CARE/DIGESEPE/Peace Corps have been working in fish culture in 
Guatemala since 1982. The Family Fish Pond Extension Program was 
established to address proteic needs of rural families. After four 
years of its implementation, the Integrated Aquaculture and 
Extension Program (IAE) which has dietary as well as income 
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objectives followed. The IAE Program is based on the integration 
of the fish pond with other farm activities and it is expected 
that CARE will phase over on September 1989. For the puxpose of 
this document, both programs will be referred as one, tLe Family 
Fish Pond Extension Program (FFP). 

The program is being conducted by three agencies: CARE, DIGESEPE 
(Ministry of Agriculture) and Peace Corps. CARE's r()le is 
principally administrative, providing technical assistance and 
training, lnonitoring project's progress, materials and extension 
support and coordinating activities among agencies involved. 
Peace Corps has provided volunteers that are responsible for 
training local promotors and developing fish culture at the 
community level. The program began with 7 volunteers in 1982 and 
has grown to 23 by the time of the assessment. DIGESEPE provides 
both technical and logistical support to the project, as well as 
salaries for the promotors and field staff. A total of 32 
promotors have been hired by DIGESEPE who represent the core of 
the extension service of the program. 

Funding of the programs have come from different sources; cash 
contributions by U3AID through OPG grant, CARE New York and 
DIGESEPE, and in kind contributions by Peace Corps and DIGESEPE. 

The program is working in 26 co~~unities that present a variety of 
climatic and social conditions. Close to 1000 ponds have been 
built in sizes varying from 100 to 200 sq meters. 

III. FINDINGS 

A. Utility of Technical AssistaP£..e. 

All pond owners interviewed said that they harvested fish which 
they had either sold or eaten. The assessment was held soon after 
Holy Week, a period when special meals are prepared. All farmers 
who had harvested fish during that period were able to sell all 
the fish they had harvested. Those farmers and promoters who have 
been able to breed fish have been able to sell all the fingerlings 
produced. 

The CARE/DIGESEPE/Pe ace Corps Program is addressing the interests 
and needs of women through a recently funded Women in Development 
pilot Project (WID). The WID links the agroforestry program with 
the fish culture program in order to provide a broader range of 
activities. Currently involvement of women in fish cultilre 
program varies. A promoter interviewed said that his wife is in 
charge of feeding the fish and some general maintenance of the 
pond. However, he is responsible for the more technical aspects 
such as breeding and stocking . Another woman responded that her 
husband was in charge of all fish culture activities. According 
to CARE's moni tor ing system, women are respo.l1s ible for the 
management of fish ponds and men are responsible for the 
construction and stocking of ponds, and the entire family 
participates in the harvesting and marketing of fish. 
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B. Monitoring 

This point referred to the three-page reporting system developed 
by the PVO/University Center for monitoring the different projects 
of the PVOs included in the WHAP. The FFP project manager 
observed that the forms were easy to complete as they requested 
information that was regularly collected and analyzed for the FFP 
project. However, the info!:"matioll requested by the WHAP system 
was too argregate and general to be of much use to the FFP 
project. The forms could not capture the complexity and variety 
of the CARE aquaculture program. There was no expectation that it 
be used by CARE; it was understood that the information collected 
was for WHAP's purposes. 

The WRAP monitoring system could be of possible use to the 
aquaculture program of individual PVOs if comparative analysis of 
data could be done on a level that would allow the PVOs to compare 
experiences. However, given the diversity within just the 
CARE/Guatemala program, which includes over 1000 ponds in a 
variety of environmental, social, and cultural settings, 
comparisons of experiences among projects in different countries 
may not be possible. Still, if one purpose of the WHAP monitoring 
system was to produce information useful to the PVOs implementing 
projects, an effort should be made to modify the system. 

C, Sustainability of Interyention 

This point addresses the possibi1ity of project sustainability 
from two points of view; one, without the participation of WHAP in 
the project and two, without the participation of CARE in the 
project. 

C.1. Without WHAP's Presence 

It can be concluded with a high level of assurance that the FFP 
Program would continue without the assistance of WRAP. The FFP 
Program has reached a level of performance and has created a 
certain amount of momentum that would enable it t.o continue 
without additional external technical assistance. WRAP provided 
technical assistance to CARE which reinforced overall project 
management and evaluation. It can be said to WHAP's credit that 
it has provided assistance that was appropriate, effective, and 
deli vered in a manner that did not encourage dependency. An 
important consideration for future activities of WHAP would be to 
determine which elements of this approach were most effective. 

It is important to note that CARE's project manager intends to 
maintain in contact with ICA and WRAP to assist the project in 
integrated aquaculture and development matters. Under the current 
arrangement she occasionally calls ICA representatives to request 
advice on specific problems. She thought this would be continued. 
Also, the proposal currently under consideration by USAID includes 
a line item for technical assistance. Some of that assistance 
would probably come from ICA or other WRAP related institutions. 
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C.2. Without CARE's Presence 

Sustainability without CARE's presence is an issue that would have 
to be evaluated 4-5 years from now. The ultimate stage of 
sustainability for the project would be for it to enable 
individual farmers to maintain economically feasible fish 
production in their ponds with minimal assistance. Two critical 
requirements would be: 1) they produce, or be able to obtain the 
basic resources required to carry out fish production--in this 
case, fingerlings and food, and; 2) they have access to technical 
assistance they may need. At this point, about 60-75% of the 
farmers are capable of successfully producing their own 
fingerlings and most of the ponds are fed with locally available 
resources. The technical assistance developed by the project has 
shortcomings and the extent to which it will affect the future of 
the program cannot be determined at this moment. There are two 
sources of technical assistance being provided, DIGESEPE-employed 
local promoters and Peace Corps Volunteers. Both have strengths 
and weaknesses; trie latter should be corrected before they can 
provide consistent, sustained support for the project. 
Unfortunately, at this time some regions of DIGESEPE do not place 
high priority on the fish production program. Accordingly, it 
does not provide sufficient funding for infrastructure, 
maintenance or personnel. 

In the view of the evaluator, the introduction of new techniques 
could continue to improve the project by providing more 
alternatives to those farmers who have already mastered the basic 
techniques. This would not be possible if CARE phases out. 
However, some observations indicate that the program would 
continue, albeit at a slower pace and with more setbac~s, without 
the support from CARE. CARE's implementation strategy has been 
towards the sustainability of the program at the promotor and 
farmer level. Some of the positive indicators of the program's 
capacity to continue are: 

-demand for pond continues; 

-promoters, trained through the program have successfully 
trained farmers in the basics required to manage a fish pond 
using integrated techniques; 

-promoters are adapting fish farming techniques on their own 
and learning more complex techniques such as breeding carp; 

-fingerlings are being produced by individual farmers and 
sold to other farmers to stock ponds; this produces income 
for producers and a local supply for buyers thus decreasing 
dependency on the government-operated fish stations; 

-most of the farmers in the program have learned the basic 
skills required to manage their ponds. More experienced fish 
farmers are beginning to learn more complex techniques such 
as,separating of fish by sex. 

-CARE has produced manuals in Spanish and Kekchi (Mayan 
language) that explain the basic resources and techniques 
required to construct and maintain a pond for fish 
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production and integrated animal raising. Extension material 
for the training of promoters has also been designed and 
published by CARE. 

D. Economic Benefit/Rate of Return 

There have been approximately 6,500 direct beneficiaries of the 
CARE Family Fish Pond Program. There is strong evidence that the 
increased consumption of fish has improved the diet of all 
participants. This is based on reports from the promoters of 
estimates of the amount of fish participants eat, and the fact 
that prior to the introduction of fish ponds, little or no fish 
were eaten by the participants. In areas of project sites, fish 
either were not available or too expensive for most people to 
purchase regularly. Exact measurement of nutritional improvement 
was not feasible because of the high cost and complexity of 
techniques required to get accurate data. 

Expenses for establishing and maintaining ponds vary; labor for 
digging the pond being the major start up cost. Some factors that 
influence these costs are the location and size of the pond, the 
type of soil, and the distance and type of water supply. 
Maintenance costs include the restocking of ponds, if farmers do 
not reproduce their own, and rarely, the purchase of grains for 
supplementary feeds. Food costs are minimal as most of farmers 
use locally grown vegetation and manures from animals. 

IV. SUPPORT PROVIDED BY WRAP 

All support provided by WRAP to the Family Fish Pond Extension 
Program \vas directed to CARE being the agency responsible for 
technical assistance, project management and evaluation. 

~ Training of CARE staft 

-In June 1983, CARE'S Country Director attended a Training 
Course at Auburn. 

-On Feb 1985, CARE's Project Manager attended a Training 
Course in Panama. This contact with ICA technicians and the 
integrated aquaculture/agriculture method led tc an ongoing 
relationshlp throughout the project and adoption of the integrated 
method proposed by WRAP in the Guatemala aquaculture program. 

2. Assessments/Eyaluations of the Program 

-Assessment of the main aspects of the Family Fish Ponds 
Extension Program. The WRAP team answered critical questions for 
the implementation of the program. 

-Mid term evaluation of the performance of the IAE program. 
The current lAE project manager considers the recommendations from 
these evaluation report to have provided guidance for many of the 
basic activities of the IAE program. 
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3. Technical Assistance 

-Improved monitoring of ponds. ICA team provide technical 
assistance in the design of a monitoring system to determine pond 
productivity and profitability. WHAP-ICA also provided the 
software for calculating diets for small animals and fish. 

-Improved of extension packages. ICIi. team designed field 
experiments that supported extension recommendations and assisted 
in the data analysis. These field experiments represented 
graduating theses for two university students. 

-Technical assistance visits. Made to the CARE project by 
WHAP-ICA technicians to assess progress, visit sites and address 
specific problems. The most recent visit was by Bryan Duncan, who 
revised the draft project proposal for an expansion of the on 
gOlng program. Ron Phelps from rCA provided a folloH on on 
recow~endations from mid term evaluation on May 87. Visits were 
considered valuable and applicable as they responded to specific 
needs expressed by CARE personnel. 

-Technical Information. Technical books and printed material 
have been obtained by CARE through WHAP-ICA. Particularly helpful 
has been a series on aquaculture printed in Spanish. The series 
has been distributed to DIGESEPE regional offices. 

-Improved fingerlings. Fingerlings of tilapia and carp were 
supplied to the FFP Program by ICA. A cold resistant tilapia 
available at the Fisheries Station, Auburn University, was 
provided to use in the colder regions of the country. Tilapia 
commonly used in other areas of Guatemala were growing too slowly 
in the colder water. Initial results of this cold resistant 
tilapia in farmer's ponds are promising. Fingerlings of Israeli 
carp which grow faster than the common carp raised in Guatemala 
were also provided through the WRAP. 

V. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS--COI.LABORATIVE EVALUATION 

A secondary purpose of this assessment was to expe~iment with a 
collaborative methodology calling for personnel associated \lith 
WHAP to act as evaluators rather than contract ing external 
evaluators. This methodology has promise for cross-fertilization 
of ideas and is less expensive for WHAP and for PVOs. However, to 
be effective, this collaborative method will need more work. 
Below are some observations on this method as it was used with the 
CARE program. 

A. Time available for the a~~ 

Time was too limited. The four days allocated for the evaluation, 
including travel, was unrealistic. The trip each way between New 
York and Guatemala requires a full day of travel. This would have 
left only two days for carrying out activities for the assessment. 
An additional day was in~luded which provided time to see several 
aquaculture project sites. 
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a. Px::et?aratiQn 

The LWR participant also found that it was difficult to prepare 
for and carry out the study as an additional activity on top of 
his regular work load. He did not. limit the scope of \-lork 
sufficiently or soon enough. Also, he felt that he had not read 
enough background material on the program prior to the beginning 
of the assessment. 

c . Bac~Qun(i Material 

Insufficient materials were provided. The PVO/University Center 
compiled and provided summaries of rnonitoring information relevant 
to projects to be evaluated. However, these were of limited use 
as baseline or benchmark data with which to assess WHAP 
activities. To supplement this, the CARE representative provided 
a list of the WHAP activities of which she was awa:e. 

The only other documentation received by the evaluators was the 
AID-funded report of the External Evaluation Team on the WHAP. 
This provided valuable background information on the overall WRAP 
program and on the CARE program. Additional background 
information would have been ~lelpful. 



lIP If Sierra Leone 

Evaluator: 

Mr. David Reside, M.Aq., Project Director (Near East Foundation and Auburn 
University Alumnus) 
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Summary of WHAP Information Collected on HPI/Sierra Leone Project 
(Through January 1989) 

PROJECT mSTORY 
The "Aquaculture Training Program" was undertaken by joint agreement in 1988 among the United Christian 
Council of Sierra Leone, Heifer Project International, and the Near East Foundation. 
WHAP FUNDING SUPPORT 
No financial support has been provided to this project by WHAP. 
WHAP TRAINING SUPPORT 
Mr. Frank Anthony, SAIDAC Director, and Mr. Frederick Johnnie, KCDP Project Manager, attended WHAP 
Regional Training in Cameroon in 1986. 
Impact of WRAP Training 
Upon Anthony's return from training, a trial fish pond was constructed at SAlDAC and 3 growout and nursery ponds 
were constructed later. 
Upon Johnnie's return from training, 3 ponds were built at KeDP and 2 ponds were built by villagers at nearby 
Giame '}"hich receives extension services from KCDP. 
WHAP TECHNICAL CONSULTATIONS 
Two technical visits have been made: Mar. 87,6 days (Duncan) and May 88, 10 days (popma). 
Impact of Duncan's Visit 
When Duncan visited Bo Teacher's College, he found 9 ponds which were being managed by a Peace Corps Volunteer 
who sold the fish at a low rate to college students. The ponds were harvested on a rotating basis so that one pond 
was harvested every two months. Records indicated production rates of 280 to 400 g/m2 in about 5 months with 
individual fish averaging about 70 grams. He recommended that this facility be developed into a training center for 
agriculturcJ extension technicians. Duncan visited SAIDAC and recommended that it, too, be used as an aquaculture 
training facility. Duncan visited the Kailahun Community Development Project and noted the intention to integrate 
fish production with pig and duck husbandry there. He did not feel that the Methodist Training Center at Jaluahun 
held much potential for fish pond developmen. and made recommendations for better management of the ponds at the 
Boy's Society Regent Farms. He outlined a year-long program recommending that the UCC/HPI project focus on 
intensive training of agricultural extensiol1 technicians. He felt the training should be centered at Bo Teacher's 
College and that its SUCLesS would lit in having a qualified aquaCUlture specialist run the project and conduct the 
training. (Because of that recommendation, David Reside was later hired.) Duncan emphasized the necessity of 
training a Sierra Leonian to sustain the effort and proposed a production/ management scheme for the areas visited. 
Impact of Popma's Visit 
Popma reiterated the suitability of Bo Teacher's College and SAIDAC for use ,1' demonstration ce::ters and added seed 
production to Bo's functions. He also stressed the in1portance of these facilities being operational before an extension 
and training effort be emphasized. He advised conducting a systematic survey to determine why existing ponds were 
abandoned (well over 90% in many regions) with the help of the Peace COips. 'Pntil the causes of the failures were 
identified, Popma felt an extension effort would not be very productive. He suggested completing the survey and 
upgrading facilities in time to begin a training program in late 1988 for Bo and SAIDAC students. By early 1989, 
he felt fish farming extensionists could probably begin training. Reside subsequently produce{~ a proposal which 
incorporated Popma's recommendations. Popma concurred with Reside's assessment that a Hearby German 
aquaculture project practiced poor management techniques and would not be a beneficial resource. 

Reside was hired as an aquaculture consultant by the Near East Foundation and arrived in S:erra Leone in February 
1988. His proposal for a training program is dated July 4, 1988. In this proposal Reside explains that aquaculture is 
a relatively new technology for the country as a whole. The desired outputs of his 2-year term follow: 
1. Analysis of principal cultural factors affecting adoption of aquaCUlture by Sierra Leone farmers; 
2. Site development: 

-20 ponds constructed or improved at Bo Teacher's College and SAIDAC 
-12 ponds constructed at UCC affIliate sites; 

3. Field tested production systems in place at Bo Teacher's College and SAIDAC; 
4. Training: 200 students at Bo Teacher's College, 100 students at SAIDAC, 10 UCC technicians. 

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS 
1. Near East Foundation: salary of aquaCUlture specialist and some project financing 
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2. Heifer Project International: Project financing 
3. United Christian Council: Administrative assistance 
4. Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources/Peace Corps/Olz (A Ocnnan development 

group): Data collection from fanners 
5. Bo Teacher's College: Classroom and production facilities and on-site labor 
6. Southern Agro-Industrial Development Associates Centre: Classroom and production 

facilities and on-site labor 
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April 1989 

Final Evaluation of Water Harvesting/Aquaculture Project's 
Impact on the Aquac~lture Training Program for Sierra Leone 

a) Utility of technical assistance to PVO's and villagers. 
Technical assistance and training provided through WHAP 

has resulted directly in the construction of three ponds at 
the SAIDAC site in Bo and 3 ponds at the KCDP site in 
Kailahun. More importantly the assistance and training have 
resulted in a growing interest and participation in the 
farming of fish on the part of villagers in the area of these 
sites. The Kailahun site is eSFecially illuminating in this 
respect as what was once an area with no participation by 
villagers in the field of fish farming has now become a major 
center of interest. This interest has resulted in the 
placement of two Peace Corps Volunteers serving as fish 
farming extension agents in the immediate area. The Kailahun 
site serves as a major supplier of fingerlings to fish 
farmers in the area while the SAIDAC site us~s its' ponds for 
training of their students. 

Technical assistance through two consultant visits have 
proven useful by first having set the stage for the 
development of the Aquaculture Training Program during Dr. 
Bryan Duncan's visit and secondly through the direction 
provided by Dr. Thomas Popma to the on-site aquaculture 
consultant David Reside in establishing the project goals and 
implementation schedule. Overall this assistance has proven 
to be appropriate and practical to the conditions found in 
Sierra Leone at the time of their visits. 

The Aquaculture Training Program is still in a fairly 
early stage of development and has yet to begin direct 
dissemination of information to village farmers through it's 
training component. Reside has been providing technical 
assistance to fish farmers and extension personnel on an ad 
hoc basis while gathering information for the survey of 
social and cultural factors that affect the adoption of fish 
farming practices in Sierra Leone. A teaching curriculum for 
aquaculture was developed and introduced at Bo Teachers 
College for 106 third year students. The student body is 
approximately 70% male and 30% female. This curriculum was 
intended to provide these students with the basic information 
and skills needed to develop fish ponds for the schools they 
will be teaching at upon completion of their studies in June 
1989. Two groups of students at the SAIDAC training center 
are currently in the process of constructing fish ponds and 
will undergo classroom training during the coming rainy 
season when field work is difficult to undertake. 

Pond renovation at the Bo Teachers College has resulted 
in upgraded production facilities including six production 
ponds and three brooder/nursery ponds. Testing of production 
practices is still in the early stages but results so far are 
indicating the need for a more integrated approach using 
animals in conjunction with fish to promote increased yields. 



Food fish produced on campus are sold at reduced prices (Le 
10 versus Le 20-25 per pound on the open market) to the 
school kitchen to provide fresh fish to the diet of the 
students. Work at SAIDAC has resulted in ongoing 
construction of two production ponds and improved management 
practices in the one production pond and three 
brooder/nursery ponds that were present prior to the arrival 
of the consultant. 

The uee has funded two fish farming projects through 
their Mini-Project Fund. This assistance is directed toward 
individuals who have shown an interest in fish farming as 
evidenced by their on-going operations and who were in need 
of financial assistance to enable them to expand their 
operations. 

b) Monitoring Methods 
The three page progress reporting system is somewhat 

awkward for the ATP at this point in time. As the conditions 
for conducting a meaningful training program were not in 
place at the time of the initiation of this project the ATP 
has been required to utilize most of the first year in 
developing these facilities and has not been able to conduct 
the direct farmer training and assistance that the format is 
interested in. This will not be the case in the coming year. 
The format seems appropriate to most project situations and 
useful in gauging impact from assistance. I particularly 
like the section concerning the multipurpose utilization of 
fish ponds. 

c) Sustainability of Intervention 
The subject of project sustainability was recently 

discussed during a consultative visit by Dr. James DeVries of 
HPI and included the aquaculture consultant, the Acting 
General Secretary for the uee, the acting Development 
Secretary for the uee and the Development Consultant for the 
uee. The potential sustainability of this project is in 
doubt at this time. While progress toward meeting project 
goals has been made it has been much slower than originally 
predicted. Original intentions of training and development 
of project personnel at uee affiliated sites has been 
modified due to technical considerations at some of those 
sites. A change of direction in the focus of target groups 
is required and und~r consideration. At present the 
consultant is recommending concentrating efforts toward site 
development in limited areas of the Southern and Eastern 
Regions where farmer interest is high, technical assistance 
is presently unavailable and uee affiliated projects are in 
place. 

There is a need for the training of at least one and 
preferably two counterpart positions to assume the duties of 
the on-site consultant upon his departure. One candidate for 
this training has been identified by the consultant. 
Commitment by the vee for developing the means for long term 
support of these counterparts will be required. This will 



include provision of transport, housing and salaries. A 
request by the consultant for this commitment by the UCC is 
pending and awaits CCD Board approval and subsequent 
procurement of funding sources. Assuming that approval is 
given and funding sources are developed there is still the 
problem of the amount of time the consultant will have to 
work with the candidates. This may require an extension of 6 
months to one year of the originally projected two year 
project term in order to adequately train the counterparts 
for their role in maintaining the project. 

If the UCC is incapable of meeting this commitment of 
resources on a long term basis then the sustainability of the 
project would require location of an alternate local 
organization that is capable of meeting this commitment. 
Failure to locate a willing partner casts doubt on the 
sustainability of this project. While it is assumed that the 
institutions i.e. BTC and SAIDAC will continue to produce 
fish and have a training component for their students it is 
difficult to determine if the otller groups who will attend 

.the training sessions during the coming year will be able to 
follow up the training with adequate site development without 
some form of longer term technical advice and guidance. 

d) Economic Benefit Rate of Return 
It is much too early to establish any meaningful 

information regarding the economic benefit of this project. 
Production rates have increased in ponds at Bo Teachers 
College in the last few months in some ponds but down time 
for renovation of the facilities has resulted in a lower 
overall production from the whole facility. With renovation 
completed the coming year will provide more meaningful 
information. SAIDAC is now undergoing construction of 
facilities and will not show any production figures until 
August 1989. Ad hoc advice provided by Reside to farmers 
and extension personnel around the country during his 
interviews can only be gauged on the basis of anecdotal 
information. While the feedback from these people has been 
positive and some improvement in construction techniques and 
management practices has been both reported and observed it 
would not be justified to place an economic figure for these 
activities at this time. 

e) Summary of WH!AP Information Collected on HPI!Sierra Leone 
Project (Through January 1989) 

The information contained in the summary appears to be 
correct and inclusive. With particular reference to the 
desired outputs of the two year term as assessed by Reside 
the status of each is listed below: 

1. Analysis of principal cultural factors affecting 
adoption of aquaculture by Sierra Leone farmers. 
This is nearing completion and a report will be forth 
coming in late April. While no one clear cut reason 
for high rates of abandonment was discovered a host 
of problems were identified. Of the problems 



identified, no major cultural constraints inhibiting 
the potential for aquaculture development were found 
except in a few areas where some livestock practices 
are not permitted due to tribal/community laws. The 
primary problems appear to be lower than expected 
yields and smaller than desired fish size due to a 
shortage of inputs i.e. animal manures. It appears 
that some farmers are willing to pen their animals, 
at least at night, and if this practice can be 
introduced on a wider scale then it is anticipated 
that the increased yields and size of fish obtained 
from the fish ponds would increase the sustainability 
of fish farming in many areas. 

2. Site Development: 
-9 ponds have been improved at Bo Teachers College. 

1 pond has been laid out in preparation for 
construction. 4 ponds have been improved at SAIDAC. 
2 ponds are under construction at SAIDAC and 3 more 
ponds have been laid out in preparation for 
construction. 

-no ponds have been constructed at UCC affiliated 
sites as of this time. 

3. Field tested production systems in place at Bo 
Teachers College and SAIDAC. Field testing is 
currently on-going at both sites. 

4. Training: 106 students at Bo Teachers College have 
participated in the aquaculture class at the college. 
An outgrowth of this aspect of the ATP is the 
development of a teaching syllabus for use on a 
nation wide basis that will be distributed to other 
teacher training colleges to be incorporated into 
their agriculture curriculums. 20 SAIDAC students 
are currently engaged in practical training in the 
construction and management of the ponds at that 
site, No UCC technicians have begun training at this 
time. The consultant has participated in two farmer 
workshops conducted by other organizations which 
included a total of 40 farmers. The consultant also 
participated in two training sessions for Peace Corps 
and Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Extension Personnel that included a total of 27 
participants. 



HPIIThailand 

Evalui¥tor: 

Mr. Russel Gaulin, M.Aq., Chief of Aquaculture Project, BPI/Thailand (Auburn 
University Alumnus) 
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Summary ofWHAP Information Collected on HPI/CUl-IT{fhailand Project 
(Through July 1989) 

FUNDING SUPPORT 
$15,000 were awarded from WHAP in September 1987 which has been used solely as salary monies for full-time 
aquaculture consultant hired by HPI. 

TRAINING SUPPORT 
Of persons associated with project, Mr. Sunny Danpongpee has been trained through WH/AP--Indonesia 1:\5 Regional 
Training. He was sponsored by HPJ. 

TECHNICAL CONSULTATIONS AND CONTENT 
Six technical visits have been made: 
l. May 85 (Duncan): Suggestions for improving the water harvesting/aquaculture program at the Training center 
were made specifically in the areas of pond construction, appropriate fish species, and other technical assistance to be 
provided in the future. 
2. Jan. 86 (Duncan): Recommendations for pond construction and management were made along with hiring a 
full-time, short-term consultant. This recommendation was the impetus for hiring Russ Gaulin. 
3. Sept. 86 (Bates/Schmidt): Baseline data collection 
4. Seot. 86 (Duncan): Duncan provided recently arrived Gaulin with orientation. Surrounding villages were assessed 
for possible pond construction sites. Fish fry were provided to one farmer. 
5. Feb. 88 (popma}: Evaluated Gaulin's progress in facility development and pond construction, integration of 
aquaCUlture and agriculture, and training of students, farmers, and extensionists. All were proceeding well with 
exception of fiSh/duck and fish/swine demonstration trials which were behind due to flooding. Popma supported 
consultant's decision to concentrate on educating extensionisL<; rather than farmers during the remainder of his 
contract. Also discussed record keeping. planning and evaluation. 
6. Feb 89 (popma and Bocek): No trip report received. 

PROJECT HISTORY 
This project developed as a result of Sunny Danpongpee's attendance at the Indonesia 85 training. Bryan Duncan 
followed that introductory training with a site visit to the Center for the Uplift of the Hill Tribes and made 
recommendations for improving existing ponds at the Center. 
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Pi'oject Historv: correct. Two of the ponds Here origjnally built 
in what was' a swamp. by DICk Mann. an American Baptist 
A01~i~ultu~al Ml"~s~nn~Y0 an' nu~ ~·l-nt·y ypaY~ ar~ Thp I'Ul~D~~P '~eQ .:j .... __ ... _- J. ~ .l_4·_ ..... ~. _ L LV'C", _J ....... ~v. __ ", tl.,~::-"-' '/'V '_-4.,,-, 

for Irrigation Qnd also for fish culture. Then In 1977 three more 
ponds were built for fish culture. by Rupert Nelson. also an 
American Baptist Agricultural Missionary. Lack of technical 
knowledge and experlence led to under-utilization of the ponds. 
and low production. The ponds received very little input or 
management. 

Pond productlon at CUHT and i~terest in raISIng fish has increased 
aDDreciablv since WHAP intervellt.ion: imprOVements contulue to be 
m~ae. although student lnputs/benefIts could be greater. The 
training/demonstration function of the ponds has been perhaps the 
greatest benefit both to the Center and to vIsiting farmers. 

Since last year priority of the KAP has been on village extension 
to interested farmers. T.'1is focus is t,::' ,:,\'erccme difficul':.::e:::; ill 

travel. to make projects more credible to the subsistence farmer. 
and to bring the benefits more directly to those who need them. 
The KBC has taken over administration. and the CUHT is now lower 
priority for the Karen Aquaculture Project. 

SCF COLLABORATION: Why it didn't occur: I was absent from Chiana 
Mai for much of the oeriod when the evaluatlon should hav~ 
r-'~11rl~ed (a-ol"nrc \j.';lla~;;'" """"m;nare;, ""nd rarr'1"c;r"t';"rT 'n HPT'-t.J C. l ..... _. . • .0; "=--~ J. 1 1 ~..... __ '_".. ...I. "'-' c.... t-i (' __ .L r-' 0. .- J. 1 .. ~t .1 ,j. ....... .::-' 

Asia/South Pacific Reqlonal Meetinq and villaae extension visits--
my a nn 'u a I " d yv - s .-. A Q ()- n C t- ., e n c:: 1· • :.-.. " ) A t ~ he - '" '"' m'-' ... ; m'" M I" C k.::>' I .... j, 1 l... .. c ....... ...J ._ .. .. ~ 1. .. ~--' \; C • _ _ I~ '.J q. t::' 1 __ ........ ~ ~ ~ 4 --- i 
Levitan was just qettina oriented to hIS new costlnq In Nakhon 
Sawan. and was quit~ wrap~ed UD in it. As a re~ult. ~either of us 
contac~ed the other untIl much later. when we assumed that 1t was 
too far oast the WHAP evaluation deadline to be of use to the 
Joint Cen~er. It WAS due to WHAP that we did qet In touch. and 
are now planning mutual ViSIts for experience-sfiaring. etc. 

jmenustik
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INFOP1JIATION REQUESTED FROM PRO.JECTS TARGETED FOR PARTICIPATION IN 
FINAL EVALUATION 

A.UTILITY OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO PVO AND VILLAGERS 

The advi ce of WHl>.P techn i ea 1 consu 1 tants has been d i reet 1 y usefu I . 
feasible and consistent with local social and cultural systems. 
This is evident in that most of the advice given has been applied 
and has produced improvements. WH.i\P consu 1 tants have been very 
careful to only recommend those practices which are l,.;ithin the 
capabilities of both project budgets and farmers' resources. Of 
course . . such short visits inevitably result in some inappropriate 
suggestIons (for example. assuming that CUHT had the resources to 
conduct monosex fish rearing trials) but as there has been good 
follow-up. these have been corrected. and it can be said that 
overall the Technical ASEistance has been very us~ful. 

The implementation of Water Harvesting/Aquaculture techniques and 
adoption by most participants in the villages targeted. followed 
by the steady improvement in management and production. as 
documented in monthly Progress Reports. is the best evidence that 
the target population has benefited from the intervention. 
This 1S to say that the project goal of improvement of nutrition 
and income for participants is being met (in most cases). In 
every case. women and ch~ldren eat fish as well as the men who are 
the 'main contributors to the activity. Women and children are 
responsible for harvesting and food pr~paration. and families eat 
together. In the cases of group ponds and wherever there is more 
than a family can eat. fish is distributed throughout the village 
either by sales or neighbor/relative gifts (really a form of time
deferred barter). This is based on many personal observations. 

B. MONITORING METHODS 

The progress report form is useful but perhaps too succinct in 
that the bare numbers requested may be hard to obtain. and not 
tell enough of the story. Hence I felt the extensive e:<planatory 
notes which I attached to the report were needed. The ease of 
filling out the forms will depend on the organizational and record 
keeping ability of the project administrators. 

Most project holders here feel no need for reporting progress at 
all. but some realize that it is crucial to the funding of 
continued assistance. The need is recoanized at the level of the 

. .... (h i< B'-'" t- ' ) . . local organ1:::.a1..10n ,L.e .. aren .3.pt1St conven ... 10n,. Wh1Ch 1S 
capable of completing the form. but would do a better and faster 
job of it if it were in Thai or Karen language~ 
C. SUSTAINABILITY OF INTERVENTH)N 

On the organizational level. provisions have been made for the 
continued funding. village extension visits. and other forms of 
support to the project. for at least two more years. HPI's 
resident technical advisor will leave but other inputs will 
continue. toward the goal of greater self reliance and 



sustainabi 1 ity. 

Porid building can be considered a permanent improvement to the 
land. and where benefits are adequate and inputs available to 
trained farmers. it seems safe to assume that they will continue 
to grow fish and make other use of the water. Thi~ is always only 
an assumption in development work, however! We must go on what 
farmers tell us, and the reaction is generally favorable: many 
interested farmers contact KBC for assistance. which is a good 
indication that this intervention is oroving itself valid to these 
conservative and resource-poor farm~rs (who seem to come from 
Missouri) . 

Socially and physically there is great pressure toward more 
sustainable and intensive land use in this region. and pond 
building is a proven means toward this end. as evidenced by the U. 
S. farm pond program. There is little doubt that this is one form 
of land use t,..;h-ich Hill increase greatly in the near future in 
Northern Thailand. so this has been a very timely project 
intervention. 

D. ECONOMIC BENEFIT/RATE OF RETURN 

An estimated 447 people belong to families Hnlcn have benefi~ed 
directly from this project (see WHAP progress report). 170 of 
these belong to farmers' families receiving village-level 
assistance at some point; these families have benefited from 
increased food security/diversity in most cases. The amount of 
benefit varies greatly from family to family; from minor impact as 
a source of occasional supplemental protein to being one of the 
major food/income sources in a couple of cases. 

The economic benefit obtained by project participants is a tough 
one to determine, but if my estimate of 1688 kilograms is 
reasonable. multiplied by twenty baht per kilogram for locally 
sold salted mackerel (the alternative to fresh fish). the 
economic benefit amounts to 33.760 baht. But fresh fish sells for 
20 :0 30 baht per kilo. so we get someth1ng over 42 . 200 baht if 
all were sold. 

This is not counting snails. mosquitof i sh. waterbeetl e s. glass 
shrimp and water morning glory greens. all of which are frequent 
bi-products of the ponds: also not included would be the added 
value o f pond water in animal husbandry . on vegetables. or the 
possible reducti o ns i n health care expenditures resulting tram 
better nutrition. Real as these benefits are. they are very 
difficult to put a monetary va~ue o n. If I randomly guess 10% of 
fish value. we get 46.420 baht. 

Participating farmers otten need spend little more t han time and 
labor to become involved in the !'CAP. Twenty village ponds djrj not 
receive a start-up grant. with costs estimated at 4.000 b per pond 
totalinq 80.000 b. A further 13 ponds received a 2.000 b subsidy, 
so cost another 26,000 b. (tota.l 106.000 bl. In fact I believe 
these are inflated estimates as t he subsidy program tended to 



produce high estimates from farmers. As Donds dre expected to 
last ten years before major reworking. the" cost can be amortized 
in a cost/benefit analysis. A 4.000 b pond roughly breaks even 
after 160 to 200 kilos of fish: 80 kg for a 2.000 b pond. 

Farmers spend at most one half hour per rl~y on the better-run 
DOnds, less on the less intensive. Harvests take about two half 
aays per year. Farmers do not assign an hourly monetary va l ue to 
these small amounts. Other inputs generally consist of 
aaricultural bi-products whose value. if any. is one of 
o~portunity cost only: some are otherwise wasted. Cost of 
transporcing rice bran or manure is sometimes counted. We could 
estimate about 200 b per year per pond. or perhaps 7.800 baht per 
year in th~ 39 ponds in the progress report. 

This confused picture is further complicated by the realization 
that income from proJuction should increase disproportionately as 
farmers beat the learni~g curve. ponds become more fertile. and 
the price of fish rises wlth increased scarcity of wild fish. 

In any case. farmers are convinced that the return to 
inputs is two to three times that from rice per unit of 
even better if poor paddy land is put into fish. This 
with rice is the deciding factor in determining the 
success of the project. 

cc: Robert Peiant HPI Procrram Directo~/A3ia 
Niwatchai Suknaphasawa~. HPI Country Representative 
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Summary of WHAP Information Collected on SCF/B::tngladcsh Project 

'VHAP INPUTS 

TQtal No. QfVisits: 3 visits comprising 14 person days 

£rQ.grnmmingVisit: 
None 

Technical Assistance Visits; 
John Grover. August 1986--1 day 
Alex Bocek, April 1987··8 days 
Alex Bocek, April 1988--5 days 

EvaluatiQn Visits; 
None 

Training: 
t..1ichael Levitan, SCF Country Director for Bailgladesh. attended the WHAP training at Auburn in 1986 and a 
special week long course was designed and conducted for Alamgir Bhuiya at Auburn in 1987. 

Support Grant: 
$14,867 was awarded in 1986 for developing a two-hectare community pond for fIsh culture to provide income for 
primary school and women's health center. 

PROJECr OUTPUTS 

Ponds Constructed or Improved: 
2 community ponds have been constructed. 

Beneficiaries: 
The Roriachong Aquaculture Project funds a health center which serves a popualation of 8,500 villagers and a primary 
school which serves 1156 families. 
The Waxman project funds women's health activities and interventions for at-risk children benefItting 1156 families. 
Villagers in these areas also benefIt by the employment generated by these two projects. 

Training; 
SCF is providing on-going training to villagers at both Boriachong and Waxman projects for managing ponds with 
the intention of transferring responsibility for the these community ponds to them in a few years. 

Fish Production; 
Unknown. Fish is sold in nearby lowns. 

Integration of Agriculture and Aquaculture: 

Committees Associated with Ponds~ 
The Boriachong Project belongs to the local Village Development Committee and the Waxman Pond Project belongs 
to the village Women's Sectoral Committee. 
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Final Evaluation of WHAP: 
Field Evaluation of SCF/Bangladesh WHAP-Assisted Projects 
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Oo~r~~pond~ncewith Auburn throughWHAP has been extremely 
h\:?l P+U1 to the Pi'''Oj\'?ct. , Fcl/'~ , e;{amp 1 e'J , i 11 1 ,:;\te 1 i78 8 aftet'" th (:::f 
i~ lood=. :i. n Bang 1 2"\desh ~ SCF j'-'eqllest eel thcd.~ {·:\ubur'n pt .... ovi de 
informcd:iDn "'Ibout fish poi~.ol1s. Aul::nlr'n i""eSpOnci2d ~".)itil a. 
p;?'dnpr,te·t thc:\t an5~'Jer-'e ci all CiLW qLIE.'st.ions and ga",/e additiona 'l 
inf6rmatioh which will be useful for future decisions. 

3. Sust.ain a. bi 1 ity C)f I nt er-'vent ion 

F i E.h i s a staple in the Bang 1 <--1desh i diet and d:~·ma. n(j·f. OJ'" tITC-::: 

c arp grown by SCF ' s projects is high. In ad d i ti on, th e 
vill~gers are very interested in t he continuation of the 
community s.Q~-·vices these pt"·c-,jec\:.s .:1t"·e c\esi';)f)at.e1j to fund ,_ 
Th~re have been some di~f i c u lt igs with d dffiaQe caused by 
~ lODd i ng, but recent work has been done to modify the 
projects to p r event difficulties during future floods. SCF 
c Dnsiciet"s ti"'JI~ pr'ognosis f ew sustatnabi 1 ity to be gooci ",IS 
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project manag e ment after SCF leaves. 

4~ Economic 8enefit Rate of Return 

Impact on Food Security: 
Fish fl"'olT! t hese t~'JO pt~Dject:::. at··e sometime:::, '30 1 c! i n the 
surrounding villages. More often, however,the fish are 
-;':. (J 1 ci i ;-"{ ;"'1 2 .::l t-·b)l t c:~~Jri'3 ~.toJi·l el·-·e t. t-lere is a 9 t-'ea t ::.2,#"'\ cJ t:=:'fl!c-{r!ti f l:ir 
high qual i ty product prod u ced by the p ro ject. 

Economic Benefit to the Beneficiar ies: 

.I-L.. _ 
i.-i .fC 

Th e health cent e r which is funded by t~e Bo ri achcng p t"oject 
serves a population of 8 ,500 villagers and the primary 
school serves 1156 fam i lies. The women/s health a cti vi ti es 
and interventions for at-risk children funded by Waxman will 
benef i -t 11 ~,6 f 3. ITt i 1 i e~- ~. S '/·J i:-? 1 1 u T!-;t:1 

\ / ill 3.g2~-·S· i il ·tt-it? ar"ea 
a -l -50 tiE:tr,ef i 1: b \l "!C.r-tE 2iTlpl C' YITiE·rlt '~erie t '"' .. 3 Jce d tl~1 t !-le ~.2 ·tl.lJO 

pt~ojects . 

Community Invol v ement an d Contr ibution: 
The community has cont~ibuted over 4~000 free hours of labor 
·to constt~uct and t~epait-· the inft-'astr"uctw"' e of these 
projects, and community members frequently con tri bute time 
to attend project meetings. 



Save the Children contacted CARE/Bangladesh to investigate 
the possibil ity of doing a joint evalu~tion, but CARE 
pel'-"30nne 1 ~'~er'e l_tn,.?b 1 E' t·:) P<'H-·!.:. i c i pate, The evC'\ 1 uat i on ~'Jas 

therefore done by Lesl ie Harrisonn, Program Advisor for the 
Save the Children/Bangladesh field office, who works in 
close cbordination with other Save the Children st2ff and 

SC~F iias iJEen (:=ngagecJ i:: it 5 (jwrl e\-la.ll~\~\ t i or, Cj~:: '1: Ii e·~==·e t \.~JCJ 

pt-'ojects, to :::Ieter-·rnine. the.i!·~ feasli:::,i'j ity CIS model s for-' 
additional "commLlnity endowments" in other vil1aqE-!s. r-)~:;;. 

such, most of the questions in this evaluation have already 
been thoroughly discussed among the senior SCF program 
staff, and a number of meetings have been held with the 
villagers to discuss their involvement with and commitment 
tel these pr-·ojects. This eva'l uation was based mostl y on 
i:l,f or-'mat i on';: rom thesf.? pa,'s:': d i '::;c.~_\SS ions arid coiTtmun i t, Y 
roeetings. In a9dition, f8t'mal int'~!'-'vie~'Js ~'Jet-'e held \.>Jith 
Alamsir Bhuiyan (Impact Area Manager) and Jamil Ahsan 
(SenicH'~ Erlg ineet·~ ~.lJliCI :'1':;,-=. ~"'.,;ot-~kl?d cl ose"1 y ~-\Ji -tr: t:-IL'se 
pr'-'ojects) . 
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Summary ofWHIAP Infonnation Collected on SCF/Bolivia Project 
(Through February 1989) 

WH/AP FUNDING SUPPORT 
No financial support has be.en provided to this project by WH/AP. 
'VHI AP TRAINING SUPPORT 
WHAP consultant, Dr. Thomas Popma and Silvana Castillo of CARE/Guatemala Aquaculture Project spent 6 person 
days training (3-day short course) 23 SCF regional voluntary promoters at Circuata during technical assistance visit in 
April 88. 
WH/APTECHNICAL CONSULTATIONS 
Two technical visits have been made: April 88--6 person days (popma and Castillo) and March 87--9 person days (Ron 
Phelps). 
RECOMMEND A TrONS AND IMP ACT OF PHELPS VISIT 
Because of the steep terrain in Inquisivi, the consultant felt most ponds could be a maximum size of only 200m2. Due 
to lower tempatures in the high elevations typical of Inquisivi, Phelps recommended common carp as the species of 
choice. The lower elevations below Circuata were suitable for either carp or tilapia but Circulata proper would be 
suitable for carp only. He felt composted green plant material for fish feed was plentiful in the Circuata art'-<l. He 
recommended a pilot project be implemented which was integrated with the farming system. He felt SCFs school 
garden projects in the both areas offered good sites for demonstration projects once they were established. He advised 
beginning with the Miguillas school since it was the warmest area visited and had space for several ponds. If developed, 
Phelps felt the Miguillas area could produce fmgerlings for Inquisivi and Circuata. He recommended that laying hens be 
combined with fish production due to the limited availability of nutrients and that if aquaculture proved to be unfeasible, 
laying hens would be the best alternative for supplying protein to the local diet. Phelps suggested a community by 
community study be conducted to detennine: the number of acceptable pond sites available, the number and type of 
livestock per household, and how manure is used. The concrete pond at Inquisivi was recommended as a holding pond 
for fmgerlings to be distributed. Since Phelps' visit common carp was sent from Auburn University for introduction 
into demonstration ponds. (WHERE?) 
RECOMMENDA TrONS AND IMP ACT OF POPMA/CASTTLLO VISIT 
A male/female culture of Tilapia nilotica with frequent partial harvests of fish of all sizes was recommended with 
domestic animals maintained over the ponds at night or during periods of supplemental feeding. Common carp, if 
available could be polycultured with tilapia. Like Phelps, Popma recommended that in the early stages the program be 
limited to the Miguillas-Circuata region. He felt that a 3-5 year commitment from SCF would be necessary to 
establish the project and suggested havir.g an SCF staff member spend 4-6 weeks at the CARE-Guatemala Integrated 
Aquaculture Project in preparation for manning the program. Quarterly visits by a qualified technical consultant such as 
Silvana Castillo were also recommended. Financial commitments beyond staff requirements were also outlined: 
construction of 2 small demo/fingerling ponds, minor equipment and supplies (about $2000/Y ear 1 and $1 OOO/year for 
following years), and $500-$lOOO/year meetings and trainings. 
SITES 
Inquisivi, Circuata. and Miguillas 
BACKGROUND 
SCF activities in the Deparunem of Inquisivi include agricultural development as represented by livestock vaccination. 
school gardens and field demonstrations of various plant varieties. A n~twork nf volunteer agricultural promoters is 
being developed with representatives in each community. Malnutrition is said to be a major problem in the area, 
especially with children. It was this issue which prompted SCFs interest in fish farming. Fish has not been available 
for consumption in the past but the people have indicated an interest in it. Some farmers in the Circuata area have 
started fish farming on their own in small ponds (app. 7 ponds). 
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The project WHAP was initiated in the area of Circuata-Miguillas 
for SCF in October of 1988, the month of which were cultivated ~he 
first fish of Tilapia Nilotica in some fish ponds constructed by 
the community. Currently, there are 22 fish ponds in eight 
communities of the lower lands of Circuata. The project is being 
followed up and assisted by a technician of the SCF who is working 
together with the promoters of the participating communities. 

Since the Westport instructions state that CARE function as 
co-evaluator of this project, we contacted Frank Sullivan the FO 
Director, who informed us that CARE/Bolivia were not participating 
in this WHAP project and recommended it to a mission of the 
University of Auburn. This report was prepared because of the 
evaluation carried out by the promotor of the Circuata project. 

The WHAP recom~endations were practical enough and were 
able to be used by the SCF tecnician (who dedicated 1/4 of 
his time to this activity) and who works with an through the 
promotors of the communities. 

SCF did not need to give financial aid for the ponds that 
were constructed for the individual beneficiaries and 
cummunals. The promotor considers himself capable of 
implementing this project as long as he receives support 
from Auburn once a year. 

The construction of the fish ponds for acuaculture 
production was spontaneously decided for the beneficiaries, 
after having received the training throuhg the course in 
April. Generally, decisions are made through community 
meet i ngs. 
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The training course given in April by Thomas PapPa and 
Silvana Castillo was the only opportunl~y to rsceivs 
technical assistance. It was found useful for both its' 
content and the method and presentation of the different 
aspects. Since this time a certain will has arisen in the 
cummunities~ until some of them decide to carry out their 
pt,.:.j ect s 

Since the project area is divided into 2 microclimates 
(temperate and arid), there were problems with availability 

.:.f the appt'opt'iate species in the fish ponds. Il'l the 
temperate area (5 communities) there is a demand for the 
carrying out of the program, however, we do not have carpa 
fish ponds, which would be the appropriate species for these 
ceond i t i OY'IS. 

is way of meonitoring 
(was probably not 

because the instructieons and model 
seY'lt teo Cir'uata) 

In order for WHAP to become self-sustainable it weould require 2 
years of technical help and supervision. The project has actually 
been carried out for 6 months and the fish are in the process of 
going through their first phase of reproduction. Up to now no 
culture has been produced. For this reason we would consider it 
very early to leave them unattended. 

Further assistance would have to basically include care and 
nutrition of the fish: therefore, maintenance and equilibrium of 
the icticola population. As well, the beneficiaries would have to 
follow a routine schedule of mainteance in order to maintain the 
ponds in their appopriate conditions. 

Since the 
uY'ld et's t Qc.d 

9 eY'lel"a I 
by the 

cummnuity projects 
self-sustainable. 

operation Qf WHAP is 
participating rural 

quite simple and has been 
fa~'rllel'~s, in 2 yeat's the 

would settle down 
J __ 

I ... 1_' become 



COIt1t'1UN I TV 

Miguillas 
Limon Vad.:. 
I~~ha::'r~a 

CC'<.narll i na 
Coop. San 
Lorna Linda 
P ich i rlclla 

Number of participants - Up to data 25 fish ponds 
are baing constructed, 4 of which are cUMmuna125, and 
22 0 f w h i c h a t~ e i n d i 'I d u a 1. G e '(1 e ~~ all y , the 1.3. n d u:; 2 d 
ShOI.lld be individually 
the community. However, 
40 participating families. 

owned and not the property of 
o'(le of the corllfllunal pO·("ld:;. has 

It may appear negativ~ that these fish ponds are 
family size projects and that they do not include the 
community at large; however, the postive aspect of 
these ponds is that they can be adequately managed by 
indivduals owning their own agricultural land. 
FurtherMore, a greater care has been observed by the 
participating families. 

In total th~re are 8 partici .pating communities and 127 
beneficiaries involved in the pro.ject. 

Jose 

NUMBER OF PONDS AND PARTICIPATING FAMILIES 

COMMUNALS FAi'tlILIES 

1 3 
2 
8 

1 4 
1 
1 

6 

No OF 
FAJ'rlILIES 

30 
2 
8 

34 
40 

6 
E.. 

Villa Bat~t ... i erlt os 1 (* ) 1 

TOTAL 4 24 

(*) Ponds without fish cultures yet 

cont 'r~ i bl.lt i oris. for the construction of Berler i c i al"'Y 
p.:.rld sand fish 
f.:. I 1 0:0 W i rl 9 : 

cultures the benificiaries have brought 

* Manual labour 

* Local materIal (5tone5~ wood) 

127 

thl? 
the 



Since the project is its' intial phase one cannot measure 
its' impact of fish production nor in securing food for the 
communities of families. For this very reason there are no 
indications of the value of it's economic production. 

Since SC~ have aoproached nutrition programs, the WHAP 
project has acted as an alternative in reducing the number 
·:·f malr .... lt'r'it i.:.n cases (551- .:., the chi Id'r'erd. In the pt":'ject 
area the consumption of fish is quite occasional and the 
conditions of preservations are rarely acceptable. Usually, 
they are transported to an area 200 km away and the price of 
t'r'a ·(lsp,:,r'tatio"(·1 is pt"ohibitive, (cH'ol.lnd $~ U.S. pet-· kg). 

Since the project is very new 
is incomplete in certain areas. 

(less than 1 year) this evaluation 
We are confident that this type of 

work is very important for the inc~ease of disponibility of 
proteins originating from animals ~nd the improvement of 
nutritional level of the families of rural families. On the other 
hand, when good results are produced new communities get involved 
and in this way expansion is possible. In light of these 
considerations it is thought that at the end of 1989, a new 
evall.lati.:,.,'", c.:.uld demonst'r"ate c.:.nct"ete 'r'esults r'egat"dinq aspects 
presented in this evaluation. 

a) 

sIJpe'r"v i SOt" 

selection 
development. 

the training of 
for the maintenance 

the 

fish acco·i'dance 

t"u'r"a 1 
the 

vii til 

techniciaYI and 
fish p.:.nds and 
the i ·r" s tat e 0 f 

b) Const'r'l_lct i·:·n .:.f a pi l.:.t fish porld 
Agropecuario de Circuata which 
apprentices and rural farmers in 
distribution amoungst and communities. 

in the Colegio Technico 
would serve to train 
producing fish for it's 

c) Establish an evaluatiol'"' model which 
monitoring and permit the evaluation of the 
in the community. 

d) Maintain a promotor's training course. 

would faci 1 itate 
pro .ject's impact 

e) 

tilipia fish in countries that 
tl1e acql.lisit iO"l'"1 .:.f C3.r'pa 

have similar programs. 



SCF/Nepal 

Evaluators: 

Mr. Bill Buffum, CARE/Nepal 

Mr. Mark Williams, Program Advisor, SCF/Nepal 
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Summary of WRAP Infonnation Collected on SCF/Nepal Project 

WHAPINPUTS 

Total No. of Visits: 5 comprising 54 days 

Programming Visit: 
Nancy Blanks, May 1985--2 days 

Technical Assistance Visits: 
J.R. Snow, November 1985--9 days 
Bryan Duncan/Rudy Schmittou, January 1987--7 days 
Alex Bocek/David Hughes, April 1988 (This visit was also conducted to provide training to SCF and CARE 
staff.)--24 days 

Monitoring/Evaluation Visit: 
Ralph Montee, April 1986--12 days 

Training: 
Four SCF staff were trained in 6-day course during April 88 visit. 

Support Grant: 
$14,500 was granted in June 1986 for development of 4 irrigation canals benefitting approximately 400 people over a 
41 hectare area. 

PROJECT OUTPUTS 

PondsConstructed or Improved: 
Eight ponds have been constructed since June 1987 and all eight are used for fish production. 

Beneficiaries: 
Eight households comprising 71 people are directly benefitting from aquaculture ponds. (Eight more farmers had 
applied to start ponds this year as of March 10, 1989.) 

Fish Production: 
Amount of fish produced is unknown since only 2 ponds had been harvested for the first time when this report 
(March 10, 1989) was made. 

Integration of Agriculhlre and Aquaculture: 
Banana trees are planted around all eight ponds and one pond is also involved in swine production. All ponds supply 
water for kitchen gardens. 

Networking with In-CountrY Resources: 
Government of Nepal Deparunent of Fisheries 

OTHER INFORMATION 

Average Initial Cost of Pond to Farmer: 
Approximately $350 for a 1 ropani (75' x 75,) pond 
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EVALUATION OF THE WATER HARVESTING AND AQUACUIJTURE PRO.n~~T'S 
IMPACT ON SAVE THE CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENT PUOORAM IN GORKHA 

DISTRICT OF NEPAL 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

Bill Buffum from CARE/Nepal and I conducted an evaluation of 
the impact of WHAP support on the Save The Children/Nepal 
Field Office program and the villages in Gorkha district 
where aquaculture projects were implemented. 

Data for this evaluation was collected during a field visit 
in which we observed the harvesting of two ponds and 
conducted interviews with the aquaculture farmers 
themselves. Additional information was taken from other 
reports produced by SCF/Nepal. 

Also included is a recent case study I conducted on the 
impact of the aquaculture program in Deurali panchayat, 
Gorkha District. Deurali panchayat contains seven of the 
eight aquaculture ponds that have been initiated with WHAP 
support. Rather than repeat much of the back round 
information already gathered, I will sometimes refere to the 
case study . 

Following are the results of the CARE and Save The Children 
collaborative evaluation of WHAP impact. 

II. UTILITY OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO SAVE THE CHILDREN AND ____________ N ____ ••• __ • ___________ • _____ • __________ • ___ • ___ • ___ • ____ • ___ • _______ ._. ____ _ 

THE VILLAGES OF DEURALI AND DHUWAKOT PANCHAYATS IN THE --------------.-.. -.----.---.----- ... ---.-----.--~-- .. --------.-.--... ----.---.-----
GORKHA DISTRICT: 

Three years ago there were no aquaculture ponds in Gor"kha 
district. Aquaculture was not really considered feasible in 
this area because of the climate and topography. All 
government supported projects are located in the low 
flatlands bordering India. No PVOs were involved in 
aquaculture prior to 1987. 

Following various visits by WHAP technicians, outlined in 
previous reports, a program was launched in June of 1987. 
Within this time period, eight aquaculture ponds have been 
established in Save the Children impact areas. 

Visits by various WHAP personnel, beginning in May 1985, 
concluded that aquaculture was in fact feasible in certain 
areas of Gorkha district where SCF was implementing its 
Community Based Integrated Development Program (CBIRD) 
program. Deurali and Dhuwakot panchayats where chosen as 
the most appropriate areas to implement the program. 



Field visits concluded that the technology was appropriate 
for the area and that replication would be possible because 
of the relatively low financial investments needed to start 
an aquaculture project of the scale suitable to the 
conditions of Gorkha district. 

Quotes from the most recent semi-annual progress report of 
the Nepal Field Office give an indication of the attitudes 
of aquaculture farmers regarding their new enterprises: 

" .... The eight new ponds begun in the past eighteen months 
are having various degrees of success. Many of the first 
year farmers have found their fish to be smaller than 
anticipated. While their neighbors, having had ponds for a 
second year already, are impressed with the growth of their 
fish. These farmers, however are not discouraged. When 
asked if they will continue, all of the farmers gaid yes. 
None of the farmers have yet harvested their ponds. They 
will wait another month for higher market prices. Once the 
ponds are harvested and prior to the next stocking, the 
farmers will meet as a group with SCF staff to discuss 
reasons for varing productivity ....... . 

During our visit we witnessed the harvesting of two ponds. 
One farmer was somewhat discouraged and confused as to the 
small amount of fish taken from his pond. He did say that 
he had been selling small amounts of fish to neighbors 
during the last few months. Still, his production had not 
meet his expectations. 

This same farmer walked two hLurs the next day to join us in 
witnessing the harvesting of another pond. The results of 
this harvest were much better and encouraging to all. There 
are three ponds located in the iDlmediate vicinity of the 
second harvest. The other pond owners were present. All 
stated that this harvest was better than theirs had been, 
but that triey hoped for the same results next year. 

Enthusiasm for aquaculture is very high. Eight more farmers 
have already applied to SCF for technical support to start 
their own ponds this year. 

Is Assistance Oriented to the Practical Needs of PVO Field --------
Staff: 

The training provided to CARE and SCF field staff was very 
useful and appropriate according to the evaluation of the 
training by the trainees. 

The staff attending the training, conducted in April 1988, 
were Junior Technicians in Agriculture. They had studied 
some aquaculture topics, but were not capable of 
implementing or providing sufficient advice to interested 
farmers on aquaculture. 



The facilitators of the training, Alex Bocek and David 
Hughes enlisted the help of Nepal's Department of Fisheries 
to insure that the content of the training was appropriate 
to the needs of our staff. 

The training gave them the skills needed to ·:~termine the 
feasibility of an aquaculture project in a ~iven location, 
design and estimate of pond construction and analysis of the 
potential profitibility. They have used the skills acquired 
during the training to advise six new farmers on the . 
feasibility of their pond sites. All six ponds had positive 
results this year and all of tre farmers are continuing 
their projects. 

WHAP consulted with indigenous organizations insuring the 
programs financial and cultural feasiblility. The ponds are 
small (approximately 76'x 75', the minimum size pond that 
can realize a profit as determined by the Department of 
fisheries) and single-family owned. 

Only two of tht eight farmers have had to take loans from 
the bank to start their projects. 

Save The Children, in order to promote the ~eplication of 
the program with as little outside support as possible, has 
promoted linkeages with lending agencies when necessary. A 
$50.00 grant is provided to new entrepreneurs to help with 
the initial construction of their ponds. This amount, on an 
average, is sufficient to cover the labor costs of 
construction. SCF finds this amount a small price to pay 
for a project that has strong potential for income 
generation and additional nutritional value. 

However, it would not be possible for an agency like CARE or 
SCF/Nepal to hire a permanent staff person specifically for 
aquaculture. 

Fish are eaten by all casts and ethnic groups of Nepal. 
Fish cultivation has no negetive social or cuitural impact. 

III. MONITORING METHODS: --------

We thank whoever designed the three page progress reporting 
system. Its simplicity allows our field staff to collect 
the data needed. As well, the aquaculture farmers are not 
yet sophisticated in data collection and record-keeping. 
They can, however, provide the information requested in the 
format. The validity of the report would be greatly reduced 
if the information requested, and the manner in which it is 
requested, were more complicated. 



The reporting format is good for general information 
regarding the growth and progress of the program as a whole. 
For project apecific monitoring and analysis of ways in 
which to continue to improve pond management and production, 
we have found the data collection forms provided by WHAP to 
be of great help. These forms are helping the NFO and the 
farmers compare feeding and fertilizing practices as well as 
other methods of management. This is an essential component 
of the program due to the fact that we have no other 
references to methods of aquaculture farming in the middle 
hills of Nepal. This data will also benefit other agencies 
and possibly the Department of Fisheries in Nepal. 

IV. SUSTAINABILITY OF INTERVENTION: 

1. Evidence of ~he Potential for Sustainabili~: 

Farmers are needing less outside support each year. The 
last six farmers started their ponds with no outside 
financial assistance other then the $50.00 given to them by 
SCF. 

Eight more farmers have already placed applications for new 
pond construction assistance. This indicates that the 
enthusiasm for the program is coming from the farmers and 
not from SCF. 

Every farmer has indicated that he will continue his 
aquaculture production next year. All have stated that 
"fish fields", are easier to manage and financially more 
profitable than other crops. However, we do not have the 
hard data to verify this statement. The farmers are just 
realizing the financial management practices needed to 
understan~ what exactly they are spending as compared to 
what they are making. This will be included in the training 
proposed for the aquaculture farmers in April of this year. 
(please refer to the case study for more information 
regarding the training). 

Once a core group of farmers are skilled in aquaculture, 
they can teach their neighbors. The design of the program 
was to attract only those farmers willing and wanting to 
start fish ponds. No-one is pushing. The farmers are 
requesting assistance. The assistance is minim~l, as 
mentioned earlier, and farmers can establish the projects, 
even now, wi -th minimo,.l outside support. 

Basically, from two ponds in 1987 to eight ponds in 1988 to 
possibly sixteen ponds in 1989, we assume the program to be 
desired, therefore it has a great chance to be sustained. 

The Department of Fisheries is very interested in the 
progress of the program. A recent meeting with the 
Department Chief indicated his desire to start a fisheries 



consortium in Gorkha. We have the support of the government 
and the financial support of the Agriculture Development 
Bank when needed. 

Some farmers cong~der fish as a by-product of the ponds. 
Below every pond is a kitchen !,arden growing vegetables that 
could not be grown without the water collected for the fish 
ponds. Although not a desired practice, many of the famers 
use the collected water for irrigation. 

There does not seem to be any major obstacles preventing the 
continuation of the program. The market could become 
overcrowded at some point, but it is not a problem in the 
forseeasble future. The market would cause changes in 
marketing approaches and possible the number of people 
involved in aquaculture, but would not damage the concept of 
water harvesting and aquaculture. 

V. ECONOMIC BENEFIl1RATE OF RETUR~: 

The eight ponds have directly benefited eight households and 
71 of their Immediate family members. The number of 
indirect beneficiaries is in the hundreds. 

We have only very recently started collecting data on the 
actual rate of return. We do knoH that the ponds have not 
yet reached their predicted rate of return. This is the 
first harvest for most of the farmers, and the second 
harvest for only two farmers. 

The average initial investment for a one ropani pond is 
Rs.I0,000 (approx. $350.00) and yearly operating costs 
average Rs.700.00 (approx. 535.00). This year most farmers 
averaged 50 Kg. of fish prouction. The price in the market 
for one Kg. of fish is Rs.40.00 ($1.50). This amounts to 
possible sales of Rs.2,000 (575.00). 

The expected rate of return for a one ropani ponG is 160 Kg. 
The farmers are only acheiving 1/3 of the projected 
production. As they become more skilled in their methods of 
feeding and monitoring the growth of the fish, and after the 
proposed farmer training in April, it is assumed that they 
will produce the expected amounts. 

The impact of WHAP on the Nepal Field Office program and the 
villagers of Gorkha has been great. We have been able to 
initiate a program that is appropriate, beneficial, and 
extremely liked by the farmers of Gorkha. We hope that we 
!8n continue to receive support and work closely with WHAP. 

VI. VISITS OF WRAP PERSONNEL TO NEPAL: 

Programming visits: Nancy Blanks, May 1985 



Feasibility Study: J. R. Snow, November 1985 
Baseline Data Collection: Ralph Montee, April 1986 
Technical Assistance: Bryan Duncan/Rudy Schmittou, Jan. '87 
Technicl Assistance and Training: Alex Bocek/David Hughes, 
April 1988 



::;,,::F Nepal n.;.s been lmolement.:..n':J 3. '.::;'')mfT1Unlt,1 8asec Ln1:.E':tr3.t'?(J 
DeveL:-omen: or:J·;waITl 1n (~<)n,(na [llStil<:t ·:·f Nepal ~lnce l·~~;'~. 

Agrlculture and Ec·)nOmlC 0eve~~pmen: ,owever ~eie ~3.S~i 30dl:L0n3~ 

components of tile orogram. ~auacu~t~re wa~ Incl~~e~ ln tne 

was ccnCLcted twe years after tne InCEPtlon 0f :ne proaram w:tn the 
f·) 1.1(:Wlf-"~.')c :ec tl ve~: 

OBJECTIVES: 

.. C 3.=: .:;: e s -:=: t n e sus t a ::. n a r. 1 1 ::. t'v .:: f the a qua c u 1 t u rep i- ':>? r 3. m 3. f t e r p n as e
elver; an''::! 

METHODOLOGY: _ ... -- -... -.... ------

~: a t.3 f: r t n 1 s ': a s e ::: t u d"y' was qat rl ere () oj u r 1 n 9 1 n t e r '/ 1 e wsw:.. L r, 
aquac~l:ure farmers. from preV10US reportSisurve'v~ esncuctea OY tile 
NFO and oersonal extenslve lnvolvement 1n ene program. 

NOTES FROM PREVIOUS VISITS: 
.-.. ,-- -' --- -_ .. _--------- ------ -_.--._ .. _.-

C~ronolOS1Cal order of V1S1(S to Nepal: 
i.Nancv BlanKs May 1985 

F-:. Snow 
qaloh :1ontee 

4-. 8rv.3n !)uncan 
R. Scnmlttou 

5. Ale~ BoceK 

Novemoei- 1985 
Aprll2.98b 

Jar,uar'/ lq87 

~prLl 1988 

FeaS1Cllltv S:UGV 
8asellne Data Collectlon 

TecnnLcal ~sslstance 

Staff freEnLng 

In Fecruarv 1987 Bryan DUnC3n V151te~ four potent131 acuaculture 51tes 
In Oeurall ana DhuwaKot Pancnavats Jf Gorkha D~strlct. After Mr. 
Duncan~ vlSlt and wltn the asslstance of Mr. 8hara~ Snarma. Dlrector 
of ~epal's Deoartment of Flsherles. aeslgns. estlmates ana a proJectea 
9concml:: analYSIS were orsoarea for tnese sltes. Mr. Sh.3rma ana Keltn 
:_eS~le. SGF/Nepal DIrector. agaLn met. v.Jlth the f.3rmers t,) make a fInal 
assessment of tnel~ aOLl:tv to manage the proposed aquaculture 
orOJects. 11:. was felt that only t.W0 of the farmers exhLblted the 
confldence and SkLlls necessary to unaertaKe the prOJects the flrSt 
year. 

H q L; a,:: u ~ t U r e 1 nth e rn 1 d die t·n 1 1 s c f Nee all s 'v 1 r t u a 1 .:. Y a new con C e c' :. . 
I~ oraer to promote the repllcatlon Of such proJect-:=: ana to aOlde wl:n 
SC~ ~ goal of cUlld1ng self-relIancE . .3 lInKage oe~ween farmers 30d 



lendIng 3gencies needed to be establIshed. It was agreed t~3t the 
fa.rmers woult:! tal-<e loans from the !4grIc:ultur~ ['2velopment 8anK ln 
(,jorl.;,ha 3.~~ Sa'ie tne ·:::tlildren wouJ.(j prOVI(~2 te'.::r)nl:::al3n 1j lC.glstlCa,l 
'~u PP':: r- t . 

Lo~ns wer~ granted to the f3r~ers and constructIon was started In Mav 
1987. Kim 8ahadu r Aahikarl Borrowed Rs.o.OOO.OO ana R1Shl Ram Snarma 
RS.7.000 at a~ Interest rate of ... The pond In Deurall. 0wned OV Mr. 
~dhlh3rl. IS O.? ropanl and the pond In DhuwaKot. owrea Ov Mr. Sndrm~. 

I~ 1.00 ropani. 
USIng des~qns provlded Cy HMG's ~lsneries Department. HMG also 
provlde~ a technIC13n who worked one month wIth the farmer~ durIng t~e 

Initlal stages of const~uctlon and flngerllnq dlstrl~utlon. 

Tne stOCKln':1 Inclu':!ea: 

DKT DRL 

1 . 1(1) -;:: , -' 

80 

-J. Grass Carp 

4 ':illv'?! Carp 160 

SUB TOTAL :: 400 180 

Curlous trlendS and neighocr~ w.3tched anc walted. most. Wlth 5USJ:'lCIOI'; 
ana doubt. tnat tne clImate would permlt sufflclent qrowth for any 
proflt to be reallzed. Onlv four months after stocklng (the pono~ 1 
were stocKed late because due to delays In the procesSIng of the 6 

loans) bot~ farmers averaged a proflt of ...... Rlce. on the same 
amour>t of land would orOduce an average oroflt of ..... t="ftm thl'=: 
example we can say that farmers wlll contlnue to generated more 
Incom~ througn aquaculture than from other croos uSlng the same 3mo~nt 
of land. 

The followlng vear the number of ponds In Deurall Increased to eIght. 
Each pend averages one rooanl In Size. ThIS IS consldered. bv HMG 
techniclans. to be the mlnlmum pond s:ze necessary to realIze oroflt 
All farmers inltlally allocated thlS mlnlmum amount of land to 
aquaculture to "test trle iAlater' before expanSIon. Tr,e oro'~ram IS now 
verY vislble ana IntereSt In aquaculture continues to grew. Elgnt 
more farmers nave aoo11eo for assIstance In InItla:lnq pondS In lQS9. 

Save The ChIldren provlded Rs.l.OOO to eaCh new farmer as an lnltial 
grant for constructlon of the pondS. Our lnfrastructure overseers 
aidee tne farmers In the deSIgn. estImate and constructlon of the 
oonas. ~requent VIslts bv HMG fisherles technlClans were arranged bv 
SCF. Irrigatlon prOJects, Implementea OV SCF wltn tne financlal 
support of wHAP. nave 21'=:0 ·:ontrlDuted greatly to rne amount 0+ water 
avallaole for eXISting panas and for tne posSlblllty of expanslon 0~ 
the orogr3ffi. A total of $14.000 was usea for the 3~uaculture and 
lrrlgatl~r pr~gram between December 19~~ and June lQSB. 



Tne ~I-~l~l.s ,:f 'XJr staff r-ia(:! t,~ 08 ~t-~n'::tner,ec to 3,:ccmm()o:'!3te tne 
aemanc of tre f3r~er~. C~rsultant~ ~r~m the water Har/9St:~g 
A~ua(:ulture Or',:-le<::( ,;<It-'AP'. ~'J::urn i)nL,er'~lt/, ,:.)nClucted a tra!nl.· ... q 1,', 
Katnmanau 1" ~pr:1 19E8. Four ~C~ 3n~ ~1ve C~~E st3f~ attendee. Ale> 
8cchek 3n':,:: ~·a.\jl'::l ~u'~nes f.3!:1~1L1ted t',e tralrll<!'~, 1"1 , . 8ha,3C Srlar.na 
aOaln orOV1~9a ~ubstantlal a~s13tance. 

* Toe rea tea war e n e -=: -=:. ,,) f v~ a. [ e i' H a r V e -=: ( 1 n g 1 n Po n d::: and I n t e ':;1 rat e ,j 
!4·:;uacultur'3,WHPIA): 

~ T0 prO~l~e P3r(1~1~an:~ a~ oppcrtun~tv to Interact w1tn tra:ners 
wItr, re,:::a r :: t!~, wHPIA POSSlDllltH~S 3: tnelr worKlnO::1 3r93'3 an,j arr3. n <::;,=-, 

for posslcie tecnnlcal aS31~tdnce. 

Tne tralning expanded the eXIstIng sk:tls an~ Knowleage cf our staf~ 
Ins 1 te ana 1 YS lSI. e., wa te r supp 1 v .3 na ,jema ('Id o~ t:'e ~cn,J accor~::. r,,:; 

to s1:e. sOll concltlcns. ~'.:'nd ,::leSl':jn 3n<:1 c<)nstructl,:n ar .. J 

profltablll:Y analYSiS. Tnese addltional Skllls increasec tne 
conTloence 3r,c enthus1.3sm or .::.ur 3tar+ :;,) asslst lnt.erest.e,:::l farmers 
a n a ex par. at,'! e ~ r 0 9 ,- a (II . rio w e \' e r. 0 U r -=: t 3 r f fee 1 t n e nee C f c· r m 0 :-- e 
~k!lls te~ore they ~an lndepenaentlv ~3cl.iltate a :raln1nq for farme~s 

In the f le~:L 

Each year more +ar~ers are seeklng adVice fram SCF staff on f1sn-con~ 
cer.struct:or. and means for ~lnancl3l support. we feei sure t.hat af:er 
the harvest in wlnter/sprlng of 1988/89. the numoer of farmers 
Interested In constructlng flSh penas WIll at least douDle 1n the low
lYing panchayats of Gorkna Dlst.rlct. 

Market: 

The area wnere tne ponds are located can easIlv suppcrt more proJects. 
Irrigatien has increased the amount of water avallable for 
aquaculture. There IS a maln road nearby. a market and a verv large 
hydroelectrlc proJect underwav. Several new lndustrles, :nclud1ng a 
rubber factclY and a cement factory are also beir.g ccnstr~cted. ~he 

marKet 1S excanClr,g. out tne farmers nave not recelved tralnlnG vet ~n 

marKetlng t.echnlqUes. ThIS IS dn essentlal component ror tne fu~ure 

development of aquaculture a~ an economlC development actlVl!Y for 
these farmers. At Plesent. most fISh ao not reach the market. out are 
sold on slte oecause of the high demand and low supplv. fhere IS nc 
ml~dle man 1nvolved even when fish are taken to tne marKet. It lS 

assumed ':hlS Will change as mc:-e flsn a~e cultl.'.!ated and rarmer-s \-.111 
nee·j to know now t,) d,:::apt t·~ a c.hangu-I':< :narket. Ye·~etacle farmers .:ire 
cresentl~ faclng tnls same problem. 
crowded dnd 31:erndtlve methods of 

The vegetable marKet 1S oecom:nq 
marketlng wlll ~ccr, ce needed. 



fDe::!ll:; ,;)f Vegetable pr-OdU':tl')n anc:! marKets can be ~')unc: In "A Case 
3tu:J', 'Jf \eget3b1e Prf)cuctl)n In Deurall·). 

f 

DurIng tne lntervlews lt was nctlced tha~ or-OduC:l·~n/arled oetweer 
ponds. Newer ponds were not reachlnc the expected result~ outllned ln 

tne feaSibIlity studles ~one bv HMG technlclans. 8u~. tne farmers 
wer-e not dlscour-aged. ~ll far-mers feel that it WIll take a few Ve3rs 
for tne:r pcnds matur-e. 

[n some wavs th1S 1~ true. out 1t 3150 cr')ves that tnere 15 a qr-93t 
neea for fUr"tllel- tEchnl,:;al tr-31nIng. There na.-=: not vet teen a 
tr- a l. n 1 n'~ (j 1 :-e,:: te'j .3. t trlE r'eeeJs 0 f tre fa rmer-<:: . :3CF tnlJS t f 1 n(:l tilE 
approp r 13te level of technl=a1 ass1stan~e and conduGt su~h a trainina 
ln the canchdvat. 

The fIrs: twc ~armers were elven more technl::al -=:uccor: t~3n other
far-mEr-s wno began thlS year-. OU~ former aqrlculture cfflcer ln 
[)eur-all ,jl,j not C!lve thl'S pr-,)gram suffiCIent attent'.or,. A~so. we na'/~ 

r-educed our agrIculture staff In Deurall and consequently less sup~cr-t 
was <:;lver. ·jur1ng the tr-anSlt1on. rhe lccal agr-lclJltur-e staff ln 
Deur3.11 al·:::,·') need more sl<111s and under-standIng of the essentIals of 
an aquaculture orogram. They should clay an 3ctive role In the otaned 
tra:nlng for the farmer--=:. Pr-ccr-am staf~ must also contInue to 
baCKstop :he crogr-am from Kathmandu. 

Recentlv. data was co~lected from all farmer-s reOardInq tnelr- feedinc 
pra~tices. number- and amount of flnqer-lings stocKed and varIOUS t~pes 
of cond Integratlon. ThlS data srlould De used to or-epar'e a traInIng 
for tne f3r-mer-s and clr-culated as 3 means ,)f lnfor-matlon snarlno. 

Farmers should meet befor-e stocking thelr- ponds next year to dlSCUSS 
r-asu1ts and reasons for the dlffer-ences In croductlon. Save the 
Chlldr-en shoula organIze thIS meetIng. 

One fanner In KarmISln':::l stated that. rle wlll not lntegr-ate o:.gs WIth 
hIS pona next year-. He saId that he canno~ affor-d to feEe both tne 
pIgs and tne fISh. We had assumed that thIS woula not be a problem. 
IntegratIng ponds WIth pIgS or ducks was. and stlll IS. encouraged_ 
The or-ogram IS stlll young and ther-e 13 stIll much to be lear-ned. It. 
pOSSIbly. can Impact v111ages In the hlll areas of the entlr-e countr-v. 
C los e In 0 n 1 tor- 1 n g 0 f the pr-o'~ r- a rn 1 S nee e s sa r- y for- a few m 0 r-eve a r-:3 . 

It was also noted that nene of the new pc~a owners teok loans from ~he 

bank. These farmer-s ar-e e~laently from hl'~hEr Income ~rackets. No~ 

thac aqu~cul:~r-e has ~roven to be feaslble. we shoula lOOK Into ways 
In wnleh It can u'Clllzed by poer-er fa.r-mers a.s well. 

Farmers should also be encouraged to pr-oduce thelr own flnger-l:ngs In 
the futur-e. However-. the Inter-vlews lndlcated that the farmers need 
more tlmE. Skllis and confIdence before thIS can be unaertaKen (at 
least cne Inore gr-OWlng sea.sen). When ore or two of the mcr-e advanced 
farmer-s are ready. they 80ula gr-ow enough flngerllngs t: support tne 
others. Fl~ger-llngs could also be sold ~utslce the ar-~a. E~en now. 
the Department of FIsher-les cannot fulf:ll the demand fer- flngerilngs 
In Nepa 1 . We snould help the local farmers or-garlze. 



thiS year S data will be a flrst step in dOIng co. The NFO neeClS 
te ·::hrncal '':;''';Dport in ·:-r.::Ier t ·:· lnltl3te tr!ese l·::!e.J.S. Trle c·r ,)·:n-am 1::: 

not 1 a r gee no U c:! h t ,::; JUs t 1. f v h lr' 1 n? a 0 e r Sf) n s~· e ·: 1 f lea 1 i'l for 
Super~ls~ng a~uaculture cr0Je~ts. but frequent ·:n Slce support 1S 
nee(je"d .. Aga!. (l. It l~ lfn,::-er-a[l\/e that local ~. taff c· la ·v" .3 lar ·;e role l'. 
t:-:e croccse.j 3c<uac.ultur"e traInln'::) f er f3rlDer::.. , ~)ntlnuec! WHAP ::'UPP0rt 
".jou:' ,j be c-'-erer-re(j anoj app'-e c 13ted f·:)r furtner 8 x tenCnnQ a.nd 
.::. tren'~ then 1 r"!':::j a<:luacu 1 ture 1;1 (~CrKha. 

8u t. 
It has .:!r3IrJn the attentIon of ,:.ommunltles and Vlllage Devel,)Pffient 
Ccmmlttees. Several Ccmmunltv Sub-Commlttees nave forwarded oroposal::. 
fe' r -3.audculture t ,) the Vllla'~e Oevelooment (',)lTImlttee tor 
~ecommendatlon and approval. Community prOj ects would add a new 
Clmenslcn t:, the aquaculture r::· ;~0o~ram. Some l·:·cals.:nooLs. h3 '.·: nQ tr.e:o~ 

own land .:lre 1.:, lann1ng t::> establish Inte(~W.3.~e ·j H)CCme-·~eneiatlnG 

~ro )ects. Aauacul ture (;oul ·j be ,:.:nSl,jere,:':! fe r t.rle=:c:: C'r· ,) }ec:ts. 
A 1 tho U f; n . :1l 0 r e C 0) m m u nIt / tTl a nag e tTl e n r. W 0 u 1 (J t) e~ e <:: '.1 1 ; - e oJ . 

Hard .:lata r .=gardin·~ the actual amount of ;::·r,)flt of tne 0,) .. ds will c·e 
ava:i..lable once the result s of the latest hal-ves~ at-e complete. We cr.) 
know that last vear RIShl Ram Sharma's condo WIth onlv 1!2 of tne 
normal growlng season and durIng h1S fIrst vear as a~ aquaculture 
farmer. oroduced 40 Kg. of fiSh. ThiS would amount to Rs.l.bOO In 
sales If he sold all of tne flSh. They dld not take Into account 
their operatIng costs (f\nanClal management must be lncLudea any small 
's cal e en t e r p r 1 5 e t r a 1 n ins i . I t WI 11 t a 1< e a P P r 0 "(1 mat e 1 v 4 - 5 v ear s 
befor'e 1 nves tmen ts are recovered and a real prof 1 t 1 S rea liz ee 
acco rdlns t~ the feasiblllt~ studIes done by HMG. ThIS analvsIS IS 
cased on an annual harvest of approximately LbO ~g. at Rs.40/~g. 

The technology 1S approprIate: the nutrltlonal value 1S known to the 
Villagers and they love the taste of fISh. FingerlIngs are eaSIly 
avallable and affordable untll the farmers of Deurall begin to raIse 
their own (accordlng to last years prlces. a one repan1 pond C3n be 
'S toe ked f .') rap pro x 1 mat ely R s . 7 5 . 00 . Sal e s 0 f R s . 5 . o ell ), 1 n 1 de a l 
condltlon:=:,. can be real1zed from thIS amount ·:-f f1ngerllngs). Tt-Ie 
program seems to have all the necessary componenLS for repllcatlon ana 
sustalnabll1tv. But . close monltorlng 1S stlll essentlal to lnsure 
that the program reaches ltS full potentIal. 

Save The Children has only tOUChed the sur f ace of 3 program that Will 
be benef1clal to and sustainable b y the farmers of GorKna. Once thls 
core group cf farmers are traIned to a suffICient aegree and the 
technIcal SKllls are In the communlty ltself. the prOJect can be 
repllcated wl~h lIttle 0 utslde aSslstance. 



SECTION THREE: 

EVALUATION OF THE COLLABORATIVE MANAGEMENT 
METHODOLOGY 
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A questionnaire with eight questions was given to WHAF's Advisory Council for response. The 
Council were encouraged to confer with other colleagues from their respective organizations who 
had any background with the project since its inception. The answers which follow have been 
collated question by question. 

1. WHAP is managed collaboratively. Major policy decisions are made by a council of 
participant representatives; the project holder is respollsible for fIScal management, analytical 
reporting, and communicatiolls; the technical coordinator is responsible for colUent and 
delivery of technical assistance and training in the areas of water harvesting, aquaculture and 
integrated agriculture; and the project implementors are responsible for accessing and applying 
the technical and training assistance available to field projects. How effective is this system as 
a mechanism for collaboration between university staff anti PYO field staff alld what might be 
done to improve the performance of this mechanism? 

"The system as a whole has been an effective mechanism for transferring skills from Auburn personIlel to field staff. 
regarding other goals, such as continuation of of the project or getting aquaculture skills passed on to trainers who can 
insure conitnued spreading of the skills within [our organization], the system has been less successful. TIle system 
could have perhaps achieved these goals if the PVOs' tr":ners--and informal, participative training techniques--were 
more fully incorporated into the program design. 

One other goal was to demonstrate the validity of aquaculture as a central component in agricultural development. 
This was never pursued as much as it couid have been. Some [of our] projects, such as in Zimbabwe and, especially, 
Nepal, did demonstrate this effect However, somewhere along the line, this goal was subordinated to the very 
worthwhile goal of getting aquaCUlture sUls to fanners and PVO staff. 

One reason the 'central component' goal fell by the wayside might be that the Advisory Council failed to put enough 
effort into its oversight duties. Advisory Council members seem to have viewed the project as a very minor part of 
their Agriculture/Natural Resources 'portfolio.' Attention from Council members could have been increased with more 
project support building on the 'central component' idea with Advisory Council on-site evaluation." 

"The management technique and collaborative decision-making worked well. If we could encourage broader university 
participation in cases where expertise exists in more than one member, this could, and should be, of benefit to the 
universities in sharing knowledge and to PVOs in being aware of options/choices." 

"The system was suitable for this project and for any start-up activity. However, the ultimate goal should be for 
basically bi-Iateral relations between PVOs and universities with only occasional joint meetings to coordinate training 
activities, evaluations, etc." 

"The mechanism is effective because the technical assistance can be tailored to specifically meet the needs of the PVO. 
The technical advisors also earn insights into how the specific projects fit into a country context much quicker because 
of the orientation provided by the PVO staff. In this way, technical assistance can be more responsive and undertaken 
often within a short timeframe. Collaboration will be more effective when PVOs program water 
harvesting/aquaculture into regional or country plans and if the university can be involved in assisting the development 
of such plan." 

"This system has been highly effective as a mechanism for collaboration between university and PVO staff. Our PVO 
staff and partners in Indonesia and Thailand simply had acc('-ss to technical services of which they would normally not 
have been able to avail themselves. In the cases of Indonesia and Thailand, relationships bewteen the field and Auburn 
were encouraged and developed by us. There was ample flexibility on the parts of the Center and the ICA, which 
enabled the programs to proceed smoothly despite the typical delays and frustrations involved in program work in 
developing nations. 
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The collaborative management idea works well because the PVOs have the contacts and relationships established, and 
can facilitate the entrance and subsequent assiSlqnCe by the university. Each part of the management team contributed 
what they could to the overall effort. The breakdown of responsibilities fell objectively to the partner that was best 
suited to each task. 

This mechanism was very successful and perhaps could only be improved significantly by increased input from the 
PVOs. The PVO represeptatives typically travel often and it is difficult to assemble as a group. Systems for 
improving PVO contributions toward and input in this collaborative program should enhance its success in the 
future." 

"The collaborative management structure used under WRAP has been quite effective. One of its positive features is 
that it assures effective provision of technical assistance and training to the field and effective management and required 
reporting of project activities to A.LD., while allowing each PVO in the WHAP group to maintain their own funding 
and implementation systems of WHAP-related activities. Another positive feature is that this collaborative system 
has provided an opportunity to share experiences and ideas across the PVOs and university staff on not only water 
harvesting and aquaCUlture, but on development approaches and managemem as well. Furt.'1er, this structure is 
successful from [our] point of view because it utilizes our organization where it is strongest. Namely, the field level 
implementation and oversight of projects. As we do not have much of the technical expertise in-house for doing water 
harvesting and aquaculture projects, it is good to have Auburn handling this area. Further, having the PVO/University 
Center to handle the administrative aspects of the project makes it much more attractive." 

2. As a result oJWHAP a rapport between the participating PVOs and Auburn University has 
developed, the PVOs have gained a greater umlerstanding of water harvesting/aquaculture 
technology, and Auburn has come to appreciate the diverse methods by which PVOs operate. 
What is the probability oj Auburn continuing to supply some type oj technical assistance to 
the participating PVOs upon completion oj WHAP, and what can be or could have been done to 
increase the probability oj sustaining that relationship? 

"The probability of [our organization] contracting with Auburn independent of outside funding is unlikely in the next 
few months. This is certainly not due to any problem with the technical ability of Auburn staff. Rather other 
priorities are taking Agriculture/Natural Resources funds. As noted above, continuing the relationship could have had 
more likelihood if trainings had been integrated more closely with the training structure of the PVOs so that the 
impact could be spread more widely." 

"This relates to my answer above. While the excellent rapport with Auburn is to be continually cultivated, I believe 
we need to encourage more universities to participate with the same level of commitment. interest, and support shown 
by Auburn. Perhaps this is the expertise they have and can use to help get other universities to be more active. The 
seminar on Mrica [a seminar sponsored by the PVO/University Center which was not related to WtIAP] seemed to be 
a take-off point in this when task groups were formed with PVOs/universities selecting." 

"In the case of [our organization], the probability is not too greal. This is primarily due to the fact that [our 
organization] did not embrace water harvesting to the extent envisioned at the commencement of the project There are 
basically three determinants in whether a PVO adopts a specific development approach: 1) a demonstrated need for the 
intervention, 1) possession of or access to technical expertise, and 3) donor support. The third determinant was 
missing in thIS project. [Our organization),s highly successful sectoral intervention in agro-forestry was supported by 
an AID grant which not only supported strengthening the organization's expertise in this sector but also provided 
project funds." 

"As mentioned in Point 1, the involvement of Auburn in PVO design of strategies in specific areas would help. The 
major limiting factor is providing resources for outside technical assistance. The Auburn alumni overseas must 
become more involved through possible short-term consultancies to provide appropriate training at the farmer Itwel." 

"It is definite that Auburn University will continue its relationship with [our organization] through support of our 
programs in Indonesia and Thailand. The Indonesia project holder also relates directly with Auburn. As to providing 
technical assistance to [our] projects in the future, it is highly probable Auburn will be asked to do so. It is difficult 
to ascertain what could be further done to enhance the probability of sustaining a relationship with Auburn. The 
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Auburn staff have been highly professional, technically competent and culturally sensitive in their assistance to [our] 
partners in Africa and Asia." 

"As our field offices are responsible for developing project proposals, (our] continued utilization of Auburn for 
technical assistance is dependent upon their willingness to continue working in the area of water 
harvesting/acquaculture. It would also h dependent upon how equipped our field offices feel they are to continue this 
type of work. If they feel that they have developed an adequate expertise, they would probably only utilize Auburn if 
specific problems arise. The likelihcvd of sustaining the relationship would probably increase if Auburn were to 
remain in contact with our local offices that have done water harvesting/aquaculture projects and keep them abreast of 
new developments in the technology. 

Other suggested activities that can or could have been done to sustain the Auburn-PVO relationship include: Further 
subregional orientation training of PVO field staff. In this way, the knowledge and possibiliiies of water harvesting 
and aquaculture will get to those key PVO individuals who work directly with the counterparts and help formalize 
projects. Further training of PVO counterparts (along the lines of CRS' two water harvesting/aquaculture workshops 
in India), as these are the ones who identify the needs and possible solutions and formalize project activity. 
Provide training to the technical staff at each PVO to instill awareness of water harvesting/aquaculture and their 
development applications, as this group can have an impact on project/program development. The administration staff 
(i.e. Desk Offices at Headquarters) do not have as much time to consider and promote technical aspects of projects. 
In all three training programs above and in any other training provided, emphasis should be made on how water 
harvesting and aquaculture can be used as a means (a tool) for standard develpmem activities (i.e. agriculture, 
irrigation, potable water, income generation, health, forestation, etc.). Water harvesting may have a greater appeal 
among PVOs if PVO and counterpart staff understwd and appreciate that these activities have various useful 
developmental application." 

3. Utilizing the system of communications established ill WHAP, were needs met in a timely 
and appropriate fashion and how could the system of communication be improved? 

"Needs were met in a timely fashion. The direct communication between Auburn and [our organization] was the key 
to this." 

"I received reports from Auburn, but not from the field SL:'lff. Only in face to face conversation did I !tarn of some 
differences of opinion, and these related to program direction and emphasis. The fault lay, thus, in agel~(:y 
communication failure, not WRAP." 

"System was adequate since communications concerning technical assistance were directly between [our organization] 
and Auburn." 

"When I worked on the program, commmunications were great and response time very prompt. The only conceiveable 
way that the communications could have improved would be to establish the coordination unit at the same university 
which provides technical assistance. Of course, this solution would be obviated by the inclusion of more than one 
technical assistance university." 

"Most needs were met utilizing the system of communications established in WHAP Problems only seemed to arise 
when a single PVO council member was absent on a trip and no one could respond in his absence." 

"In our experience the system of communication established by WRAP met all of the needs in a timely and 
appropriatt' fashion. t\ccordingly, we have no recommendations for improvement" 

4. What rale did the Center for PVO/University Collaboration in Development play in the 
project? 

"The Center facilitated technical assistance very well, but this function was a bit expensive. Though it was not the 
Center's function, the Center did not sufficiently enlist PVO expertise in training and integrated agricultural 
development. As noted LTl the answer to question 1, this could well be seen as the PVOs' responsibility." 

" A critical role. They provided the staff expertise to manage what could have been an unproductive gathering of 
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separate PVOs and universities, seeming to be ready to cooperate, but needing careful stroking, guidance, 
encouragement, and from time to time, read the riot act. They gave A.LD. a high value product for low cost." 

"Center played a coordinator fole--calling meetings, arranging joint trainings activities, etc. It kept things going." 

"l. Created the mechanism for collaboration. 2. Coordinated in all the diverse activities among diverse groups. 3. 
Assured that people were kept informd of developments and activities. 4. Facilitated problem solving." 

"TIle Center played a pivotal role in the project They were the communications center for management of the 
program. The Center established and facilitated all the relationships established through WIMP." 

"The Center played an essential rote in the project by: Maintaining liaison between the PVO/University members and 
the project's funder, A.LD. It kept A.LD. abreast of project progres~. (..od issues, and kept the PVa/University 
members abreast of A.I.D.'s needs and concerns. Managed the projects' funds and submitted the required 
narrative/financial proj€;ct reports. Providing the overall direction and momentum of the program. 
Facilitated/organized coordination among PVOs and university members, including calling meetings to conduct 
project business, to ensure focus on project goals, and to assess project progress." 

5. Wllat were the advantages and disadvantages, if any, 0/ having tile Center/or 
PVOIUniversity Collaboration in Development/aciUlate and administer WJJAP and what 
contribution did its participation make to the achievement of project goals? 

"The key advantage was having a neutral party to help in fund disbursement. The key disadvantage was that the Center 
was not well-positioned to mobilize PVO training and integrated development ("central component") perspectives for 
the benefit of the project. It may well be necessary to house such a function in a PVO which acts as lead member of a 
PVO/University consortium." 

"The advantage was their ability to keep things going and moving oa track. The disadvantage was the travel distance, 
and airlines cost which the Center could not control. It was an advantage to have a university location [western 
Carolina University], however, for facilities and support structures as well as good breather atmosphere where 
brainstorming was de rigueur." 

"The Center, in my opinion, played a role prescribed by the participating pyas. This responsiveness to pva needs 
enhanced the Center's role. Ironically, the Center's early-on insistence on an elaborate evaluation of wat(;r 
harvesting/aquaculture as a core intervention provided, to a certain extent, an opportunity for the PVOs to establish a 
cohesiveness in their opposition to the evaluation." 

"The Center created the mechanism for collaboration in this type of program. Without the experts of the Center, the 
collaboration would never have taken place. Coordination and collaboration at the levels achieved in this project are 
almost impossible to achieve without a catalyst in spite of I',e rhetoric of most institutions regarding their 
commitment to collaboration. The disadvantage may be that the rok of the Center may diminish once the 
collaboration becomes institutionalized. As mentioned above, more efficiency could be gained if the Center operates 
in the same university as the technical assistance." 

"There were no real disadvantages. The advantages, as mentioned in item 4, were that it faciiitatw the whole process 
of the WHAP project." 

"In order to make Auburn University's services available to a number of PVOs ,a coordinating body (not related to 
either the PVOs or Auburn) was needed to assure that the services are provided adequately to the diverse PVOs. The 
Center served this role very well. 

The advantages of having the Center facilitate and administer the program are two-fold: Having a third body conduct 
these essential tasks ensured that Auburn's services would be provided to a number ofPvas. Having a third body to 
conduct the administrative and reporting functions to AID allowed each pva to maintain their diverse managment 
systems and not have to adopt special systems for the WHAP activities only. Further it allowed AID to have only 
one point of contact for the grant rather than one for each PVO." 
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6. What are the advantages, if cny, of accessing technical assistance as was done ill WllAP as 
compared to other means you may have used in the past? 

"You had the added insights and evaluation of feasibility from the other PVO colleagues and the Center as well as 
AID. We do need however, to be sure all choices have been presented." 

"The primary advantage is cost--it was free. Second was the continuity which Auburn provided along with the high 
quality of their technical assistance, and third was the understanding which Auburn gained of PVO operation." 

"1. Lower cost, higher quality technical assistance. 2. More responsive to needs ofPVO." 3. Provided important 
continuity and thm a good learning experience for both the university and the PVOs. 4. Technical asistance had 
longer term vision - led to better commitment." 

"The advantage of accessing technical a<;sistance as we did through WHAP was tlJat we were able to defme the needs, 
and the technical experts (Auburn) were able to access the correct person for the task! This left that important decision 
to those who could best make it, at least on a technical basis." 

"Having consistent, reliable, responsive and easily accessible technical assistance was the key adV'a'1tage. Finding the 
right technical training specialist--usually such a difficult task--was made simple by WHAP. We also learned from the 
ex~rience and have been able to design similar PVO-University consortia to achieve cost-effective training which 
assures incorporation of PVO training needs and integrated development perspectives." 

"The most obvious advantage was that the expertise to be drawn upon was clearly identified and could be accessed 
much more easily than finding an independent consultant with the equivalent skills. Further, the technical assistance 
provided by Auburn was well integrated, being able to supply infomlation on hydrolo~' and water harvesting as well 
as aquacUlture and forestry. This was clearly more advantage.ous than fmding two or three different consultants, each 
not knowing what the other was doing. Further, the cost saving to our field office made a significant difference in 
deciding whether or not to utilize a WHAP consultanL" 

"As [we] had not made a practice of obtaining omside technical assistance on a regular basis, largely due to costs, the 
WHAP project presented a good opportunity for tapping this resource. Had the local offices been responsible for all 
the costs of the consultancies, they would probably have utilized them less and accordingly the projects may have 
suffered. However, me fact that the field offices did share in the cost would insure that they really did need the 
consultancy." 

7. What was the estimated cost of participating in this project to your agellCY; i.e. 1) 
attelldance at Ad~'isory Council meetings, 2) expenses incurredfor regional trainings, 3) 
expenses borne for the in-country costs of a WHAP technical consultancy? 

(Editor's Note: As Council representatives had no actual records/or supplying this in/ormation, we have included only 
two responses here which best sum up the responses as a whole.) 

"Cost to field offices are impossible to easily reconstruct and would, in any case, be only a rough estinlate. We 
should have established a system so mat PVOs could keep track of such expenses." 

"Do not have data to answer this question. I can easily venture tlJat the benefits received far outweighed the costs." 
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8. With respect to the reporting requirements of WHAP: 
1) How easy or difficult was it /0 collect the necessary information? 
2) By what system was this information collected and transmitted 10 the Center for 

PVOIUniversity Collaboration ill Development? 

"Reporting requirements (auto-evaluations and Auburn evaluations for the sub-grunts) were very simple and easy." 

"1) Most difficulty existed internally in our agency. 2) Letter, personal interview, telephone." 

"1) Somewhat difficult, but normal for this field. 2) From our missions through our New York-based regional units 
then through our representative on the Advisory Council." 

"Cannot answer this because of my time away from the project. At fust, the evaluation requirements were to be 
onerous with project activities treated more as research rather than development projects. When I left we were 
modifying these procedures for simplification. I note this has occurrecl. 

"I) The information was all relatively easy to collect. 2) This information was collected by using [our) existing 
reports and additional letters, and during visits." 

"1) It was difficult for [headquarters] to collect, in a timely manner, the infonnation required of the field offices. 
However, this is often the case with all of our projects when it comes to reporting and evaluation information. In 
general, it is difficult to get our field offices to keep up with reporting requirements on projects due to staffing 
constraints and the view that it is more important to develop new projects and make sure that projects are running 
smoothly than write reports for NY on time." 

"2) Depending on the information needed, it was either generated by our field office or by the organization 
implementing the project The information was gathered from our field offices by the NY regional office handling 
that country (Africa, Eurasia or Latin America). The information was then passed on to the WRAP coordinator within 
the agency and then to either the Center or Auburn. 
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ATTACHMENT: SCOPE OF WORK FOR FINAL EVALUATION 



SCOPE OF WORK 

ARTICLE I - TITLE 

Participants' Evaluation of the Water Harvesting/Aquaculture 
Project (WHAP)--Cooperative Agreement No. PDC-0204-G-SS-4085-00 

ARTICLE II - BACKGROUND 

The Water Harvesting/Aquaculture Project is an AID funded effort 
developed as a five year project. At the end of the first three 
years the project was evaluated by AID and approved for two more 
years of funding. As a result of that evaluation, the evaluation 
component of the WHAP budget was eliminated. At that point the 
Advisory Councll, comprised of representatives of the organizations 
participating in the project, elected to conduct their own 
evaluation of field projects. They decided to extend the concept 
of project collaboration one step further by forming evaluation 
teams comprised of at least one representative from a neighboring 
PVO WRAP project. 

ARTICLE III - GOALS OF THE FINAL EVALUATION 

The major objective of the final evaluation is to assess progress 
from the point of view of the participants toward stated project 
goals and purposes as a basis for decisions concerning: a) the 
value of the introduction of water harvesting and integrated 
agri/aquaculture as a new technology for PVOSi b) the value of the 
technology to the intended beneficiaries, c) the value of the 
collaborative methodology to the PVO and university participants, 
and d) future funding to include other strategies and additional 
technologies. This evaluation will also inherently test the 
feasibility of collaborative self-evaluation. 

The goal and purposes of the Water Harvesting/Aquaculture Project 
are: 

Project Goal 

The ultimate goal of the project is to improve the quality of rural 
life in selected developing countries through the introduction of 
improved technology in ways that will match local capacity for 
development to community needs and potentials. 

Project Purposes 

The purpose of the project is twofold. First, it will foster the 
design and implementation of a series of PVO-sponsored field 
projects in a variety of countries and rural settings. These 
field projects will be directed toward the collection of run-off 
water into small ponds and the introduction and support of fish 
production at the corrmunity level, bringing much needed protein to 
the beneficiaries' diets and possibly added income. Water 
narvested may also be used for any number of other activities which 
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may include household use, stock watering, and garden irrigation. 
The second purpose o£ the project is to develop a collaborative 
management methodology involving universities and PVOs. This will 
also be evaluated. 

The principal users of the evaluation findings and recommendations 
w~ll be the project participants; however, it is hoped that the 
evaluation will infl.uence AID project managers and other funding 
agencies in their decisions to fund future collaborative projects. 

ARTICLE IV - DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

There will be two types of evaluations. The Joint Center will ask 
each member of the Advisory Council to interview appropriate 
headquarters and field staff for their viewpoints on the 
collaborative management methodology. Secondly, field projects 
will be evaluated using the evaluation procedures of the sponsoring 
PVo. The innovative aspect of this evaluation will be that a 
representative from another PVO, involved in a WHAP project within 
the area, will also participate. 

ARTICLE V - CRITERIA FOR FIELD PROJECT SELECTION 

A project must meet several criteria in order to be included in the 
evaluation. It must: 1) have reached Stage 4 of the "Stages of 
Development" as outlined in the current Workplan; 2) be willing to 
undergo a collaborative evaluation; 3) be reasonably near another 
PVO WRAP project which is willing to provide an evaluation team 
member; 4) have the organizational capacity to conduct the 
evaluation before May 1989; and 5) be included in the list of 
projects of primary focus as listed in the current Workplan. 

ARTICLE VI - COLLABORATIVE MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY EVALUATION 

Evaluating the management methodology will be conducted by 
questioninq participant representatives to the Advisory Council. 
It is they who have been intimately involved in the project 
management. The Council will be asked to address the list of key 
issues which follow by interviewing headquarters and field staff 
who have knowledge pertinent to how the project has been managed. 

Key Issues 

What progress has been made in establishing mechanisms necessary 
for collaboration between university staff and pvo field staff 
and what might be done to improve the performance of this mechanism? 

Given progress and costs to date, how likely is that the 
mechanisms for providing this type of collaborative assistance 
will be sustainable upon completion of WHAP, and what can be 
done to increase the probability of sustainability? 

Was communication a problem using this method of project 
management, i.e. were needs met in a timely and appropriate 
fashion and how could the system of communication be improved? 
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What was the contribution of the Joint Center to the project and 
was its participation necessary to the project's success? 

What were the advantages and disadvantages of having the Joint 
Center facilitate and administer WHAP? 

What are the advantages of providing technical assistance to 
PVOs through these mechanisms as compared to more typical 
strategies for providing assistance? 

What was the dollar cost of this project to the PVO involved? 

How were the reporting requirements of the field projects 
fulfilled, who was responsible for reporting to the Joint 
Center, and how easy or difficult was it to collect necessary 
information? 

ARTICLE VII - FIELD PROJECT EVALUATION 

A list of key issues to be addressed in the field project 
evaluations is also included below. The Council is not responsible 
for planning the actual procedures involved, in fact, a major goal 
of this evaluation is the cross-fertilizaticn that will occur among 
PVOs when they conduct the host PVO's standard evaluation as a 
team. 

Auburn and the Joint Center will compile and provide summaries of 
monitoring information relevant to projects to be evaluated to 
include: person days of WRAP cJnsultant visits to this project, 
number of staff trained by WRAP and depth of training, a variety of 
project outputs, along with any project support funds granted. To 
a large extent, the goal of the evaluation will be to verify the 
monitoring information. A small amount of funds is available to 
cover visiting PVO staff's travel costs if necessary. 

Key Issues 

a) Utility of the Technical Assistance to PVOs and Rural Villagers 

What evidence is there that the technical assistance and 
training provided through WHAP is directly useful to the 
participating PVOs - for example, is the assistance oriented to 
the practical needs of PVO field staff and counterparts; are the 
types of interventions suggested by the technical advisors 
feasible in light of PVO budgets and technical capabilities; are 
these interventions adapted or consistent with the social and 
cultural systems of the client communities with which the PVOs 
work? 

What evidence is there that the WHAP strategies as applied by 
the PVOs have benefitted the target population, and that the 
benefits from the interventions will be realized equitably 
across the community (e.g., men and women both benefit from and 
contribute to the activity)? 
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b) Monitoring Methods 

How practical is the progress reporting system which was 
simplified in the second phase of the project--how well does the 
methodology work, is the system responsive to the needs and 
capabilities of those who are supposed to use it, and what 
alternative approaches might be preferable? 

c) Sustainability of Intervention 

What evidence is there that the water harvesting and aquaculture 
activities established at this site will continue once the PVOs 
leave? 

d) Economic Benefit Rate of Return 

How many people were impacted by this project and what impact 
did it have on their food security? 

What economic value, if any, has been derived from this project 
by the beneficiaries? 

What did the beneficiaries have to spend to become involved in 
this project, and afterwards, to sustain it? 

ARTICLE VIII - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

Information collected will be reviewed by appropriate PVOs and 
passed on to the Joint Center. The Joint Center will draft a 
summary report to submit to the participants for review. The 
revised report as approved by the participants will be submitted to 
AID by July 30, 1989. The final report will include as appendices a 
scope of work for the evaluation, a list of individuals 
interviewed, and a description of the evaluation methods and 
procedures followed. Findings will be shared with all participants 
for mutual learning. 

Revised following June 22, 1988 Advisory Council Meeting 
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